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DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE 
The Device c0mprises a number of air-filled bags attached 
along the top of a submerged hull lying head-on to the sea. The bags 
are formed by dividing a long tube made from flexible material about 
8.0 tmn thick, by partition membranes of the same flexible material. 
The hull is a narrow prestressed concrete structure, 
193 m overall length, 6.3 m beam, and 8.4 m deep, containing high 
and low pressure air ducts connected to the ·bags by non-return valves. 
The ducts are connected together through a pair of air 
turbines located in a machine housing midships. To ge ther the bags, 
ducts and turbine comprise a closed circuit air system. The main 
part of the hull lies submerged with its base some 13 m below mean 
wave level. Raised tank structures at each end of the hull provide 
trim and reserve buoyancy. 
In operation the devices are moored in line with the 
direction of the incident waves and side by side, spaced sufficiently 




--..... PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
General 
The Device is unique in the progrannne, in that the 
vertical planes converting the wave energy lie normal to the wave 
motion, the waves being attenuated as they travel through channels 
formed by adjacent devices. As the wave trains run along a Device 
the rise and fall of the water on each side of the bags causes the 
latter to act as bellows pumping air from the low to the high pressure 
ducts. The differential pressure between the high and low pressure 
sides is governed by the power offtake turbines. The system is 
illustrated in Fig. 8.2. 
The device is al so unusual in that it was not conceived 
as a resonant device. The surface from which the wave energy is 
extracted is a light flexible membrane. The motion of this membrane 
is such that t he hydrodynamic added mas s is al so very small. Thi s 
means that the bag .does not have a r e sonant period within the wave 
spectrum. However, the added. damping ( t he abi lity to radiate waves, 
or conver sel y absorb waves ) is hi gh and the devi ce cou ld in t heory 
have a high effiency over a very wide bandwidth, that is covering 
the whole of the wave spectrum, The device will not therefore exhibit 
the same characteristics as the other floating devices, but it is 
intere sting that the Salter Duck Device is evolving in the same · 
direction, now being a low inertia/high added damping/wide bandwidth 
device • 
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8. 1. 2. 2 Geometrical Parameters Related to Device Performance 
- Length and depth of hull 
The long concrete . spine is required to hold the air bags at 
a relatively constant level, so that the bags are subjected to a l ter-
natively high and low water pressure as the waves pass. To achieve 
this the spine needs to have a length at least equal to the wave length 
of the design wave so that there is good pitch and heave stability in 
the design sea. 
The design depth will have a minimum value determined by 
the structural requirement to resist bending moments and shears in 
large waves. To minimise these the length of the spine will need to 
be as short as possible so that the spine "rides" the waves in severe 
seas. These conf licting requirements of performance and survival will 
tend to produce a spine length close to the design wave length. 
The requirement on the spine to provide very large ducts 
may also place a lower limit on spine depth and breadth. 
~ Breadth of hull 
The size and geometry of the ducts has an important 
influence on performance. Broadly speaking, large ducts are necessary. 
If the spine is designed as a box, the depth needed for strength is 
also adequate for the ducts. The breadth of spine is also the width 
of the air bags. The Team have shown ' that a wide root width to the 
· bag is a factor in ·obtaining optirpum performance. 
- Shape -of bag 
The ·Team have shown that the bag profile can be broadly 
tuned t o give optimum air displacement for a given wave height, the · ·· 
key parameter being a function of the ratio of the circumference of 
the bag to the root width. 
It is important that the Device has a smooth hydrodynamic 
profile from th~ hull to the bag. 
- Cut water area 
This Device has. variable geometry in the sense that the air ~ 
bags ar e constantly changi ng their volume, and this volume change is 
produced by t he i ncident sea. The Device t hus has a constantly 
changing area a t the water surface, whi ch affects its t r im and tends 
to produce i nstabi lity in pitch. Any tendency f or, say, the bow t o 
sink will be exacer ba.ted by further ai r being forced out of the 
affected bag units . This inherent instabil ity of t he device i mpose s 
a requirement to incorporate fea t ures in the .. device specifically to 
counter this tendency. · 
8. 1.2. 3 Operational Parameters Related -to Device Performance 
- Operational pressures 
. .. . 
Pres~nt indications are that the_ pressure diff erence across 
the turbi ne needs to be about half the wave height. At the design 
point this corresponds to a p~essure difference of 14 KN/m2. 
- . Valve response . 
Rapid valve response 'and as near as possible unrestricted flow 
through valves i s essential. 
=-· {. --
- Bag integrity 
The whole operational viapility of the Device d.epends on 
very high reliability in the air bags . For reasonable economics, 
this re liabili t y mus t be obtained over a long per i od between mainten7 
ance or replacement. Over their working lives the bags are required 
to fl ex continually, and exi s t i n t he hos tile environment at t he sea 
air interface (although in fact much: of the bags remain permanently 
submerged). 
- Power offtake system 
.. . 
The .. a-~tion of waves passing down the length of the device 
1.s co cause sequ·ential compress.i on of the .flexible air cells leading 
to pressure increase and air discharge through non-return valves into 
ai r delivery duct s fr om the fore and ' a f t ends of the device t owards 
central up-takes. 
It has been explained that the a ir bags are pr ~-inflated 
to about half an atmo sphere (0.5 bar). Wave energy is t herefore 
abs tracted in the form of a pressurised air flow, pulsating in 
character but some 15 kNm-2 above the datum pressure. 
The summated air flows from the ten forward and ten aft 
air bags rise and fall cyclically in. keeping with the wave period 
byt with intervening periods of several seconds when the bags are 
being re-infl ated by the return air in the low pressure duct. 
The de sign, however , is such that fore and aft air flows 
are generally about 1800 out of phase. On a time basis this results 
in a mor e s teady delivery of compressed air energy to the power ·· 
turbines used to drive a single alternator. 
The cha~acteristics of the secondary power offtake .are 
shown in Fig. 8.3 . The two air turbines are connected to a common 
rotor shaft with an alternator in the- centre. The dia.gram shows the 
two power output loops pnd the power absorbed in driving the turbine 
rotor during the null period whilst the air bags 1.n the ·particular 
section are re-filling. 
The diagram also shows the resulting power delivered to 
the alternator couplings and the mean power input on the basis t hat 
the a l t ernator rotor would be given sufficient flywheel effec t to 
absorb power above the mean level, returning it a few seconds later 
by virtue of relatively small speed changes. 
Owing to the variable speed nature of power generat ion 
each device would be arranged to deliver a.c. power via a flexibl.e 
s ubmarine cable to an adjacent platform mounted converter station. 
Here the outputs of numbers of French devices would be sunnnated by 
adopting a series connected transformer/diode rectifier unit -
precisely as for all other devices. 
8.2 
8 .2.1 
STATE OF DEVELOPMENT OF ·DEVICE 
GENERAL 
The device is the invention of Professor French of 
Lancaster University, and development has been centred at that 
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FIGURE 8 ·3 
8.2.2 MODEL STUDIES 
The present form of the Device was evolved following a range of static single and seven cell model tests at 1/12 and 1/36 scales. These proved the viability of the concept·and assisted in optimising the geometric parameters for the building of a 1/40 scale model. 
Tank testing has progressed over the past year using the 1/40 scale model successively in tanks at Lancaster, Salford, and Glasgow. 
a) Lancaster University Tank (0.75 m wide) . The results · from this series of tests served mai nly to optimise certain variable factors inc luding the depth of immersion and the ballast weighting. 
b) Salford University Tank (1.25 m wide) . the most useful set of results, and the characteristics of the Device have been test series. 
This has provided 
performance 
derived from this 
c) Glasgow University Tank (4.58 m wide). This tank should have enabled the model to perform at its maximum potential, but quantitative results were poor due to leakage problems and the main value has been in mooring force measurements and in a visual assessment of performance in various sea states and attitudes. It was noted that the width of this tank enabled the whole length of the Device to work with equal efficiency. 
With the exception of some mooring tests at the Glasgow University tank, all testing has been on pitch-controlled models. This restriction must impose a- significant limitation on the validity of the results obtained, but not necessarily for the worse. Prototype performance could possibly be better as regards improved valve· performance and optimised trim control, which could not be produced in the model. 
Performance data is still rather thin. The best work was carried out at Salford, but the tank was narrower than ideal for the model and some of the cells were not working. Power outputs have been factored up to compensate for this, on the basis of the observed behaviour at Glasgow. Refinement of valves, ducts, etc~, should bring the actual power closer to the theoretical. 
Model results suggest that performance is to some extent frequency dependent, though not apparently within the range of wave periods from about six seconds to twelve seconds, (full scale), which covers the majority of waves anticipated. More tests are proposed to examine this in greater detail. 
8.2.3 ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 





THE REFERENCE DESIGN ADOPTED FOR THE STUDY 
INTRODUCTION 
The Reference Design is based on the 1/40 scale model that 
has been tested in the wave tanks at Lancaster, Salford, and Glasgow 
Universities. Constructional and maintenance considerations have 
modified some parameters but the model is considered to be represen-
tative of the Reference Design. 
8.3.2 SPECIFICATION 
The following specification was laid down by the Consultants 
as a basis for the Reference Design. It is based on the proposals of 
the Device Team, supplemented by certain engineering requirements 
imposed by the Consultants. 
Location: The Design Team propose that the French Flexible 
Bag (FFB) Device is to be moored in 40 m depth off the west coast of 
the Western Isles. 
Moorings: Devices moored head-on to sea by three-point moorings. 
Size of FFB device:-
Length, 20 bags@ 8000 
Length of machine housing 
Length of fore and aft buoyancy 
·-..... 
chambers 2@ 11.5 m 
Total Length 
Cross section of hull , generally 8.4 m deep, 6.3 m beam. 





Concrete and steel structure, as the specification set down in 
Chapter 3. Bag material: 8 mm thick, 4 x 1 ply Pl610 type cord. 
Sea states for structural design - based on OWS India. Two load 
cases considered:-
Case 1 12 t
0
imes a year, either 17. 3· m high wave, length of hull 
or 21 m high wave, 231 m long. 
Case 2 Once a life-time (SO year wave), either 27 m high wave, 
length of hull 
or 34 m high wave, 238 m .long . 
Design l oading for concrete hull . 
·Load case 1 above, bag volume .16 ·~3/~ ballast tanks full 
Load c.ase 2 above, bag volume 26m3 /m (corresponding to partial 
f ailure of control system), ballast tanks full. 
Construction Restrictions :- Full construction .to be completed in 
dry . Several units can be manufactured at the same time. FFB 
Devices cannot be floated out and installed without buoyancy 
provided hy the bags 1111i ts. 
Provision for Maintenance:- Access to HP and LP ducts in hull from 
machine housing; separate access to valve chambers from machine 




DEVELOPMENT OF THE REFERENCE DESIGN (REF.DRG. WP78/FREN/3 & 4) 
Hull 
The structural duties of the hull are to provide a r eference frame for the bag units, to accommodate the HP and LP ducts and to locate the bow and stern unit and the midship machine housing. 
Design to meet the survival loading automatically· provides the volume for the ducting. The depth of the hull was optimised on a very simple basis for least structure cost. Since device performance is not dep o e_nt on particular- shape details of t}1e hull, design of t his component is relatively str aightforward. The solution adop ted is a prestressed concrete structure with a minimum wall thickness of 0.5 m. 
8.3.3.2 Bags and Septa 
The performance of the bag units is the sine qua non of the device, since the bags perform the dual function of primary power take-off and of hull support. 
The Device Team regards this as a key .feature 1n the evaluation of a full-size unit and are taking appropriate specialist advice. Severe environmental loading imposed by splash zone operation, fatigue loading due to large deflections, the integrity of fixing details of the bags to the septa and both to the hull are all design problems which have to be overcome. Some experience exists in associated fields; such as inflatable · dams, hovercraft skirts, dracones, boats and motor tyres, and manufacturers are confident that there are good prospects that a suitable design can be developed for a life of 25 years. 
Design will be closely determined by the requirements of survival. The bags must survive with one or more sectors damaged and flooded, and adjacent sectors still pumping. This will impose severe strains at the diaphragms. Development will have to include careful examination of bag unit performance under nominal damage conditions, such as a short tear or porosity due to local wear. 
8.3.3.3 Duct Valves 
The inlet and outlet valves connecting the bag units to the HP and LP ducts will be of such a size as to make replacement difficulL except with the bags removed. Thus they will have a required design life of say, 30 years, corresponding to about 100 x 106 cycles. The Device Team is proposing to undertake tests at 1/4 scale with the purpose of obtaining a best configuration based on the following criteria: 
a) reasonably rapid rate of opening and closing, 
b) flow rate of 20 m3/s with minimum head loss, 
c) good sealing properties, 
d) capable of withstanding pressure differences corresponding to the Device sinking, 
e) · systems to fit into 1.5 m by 7.0 duct. 
) : 
'· ic 
...... , , 
The design currently proposed by the Device ~e.::=. i s shown 
in Drg. WP78/FREN/3 though it is emphasised tha t th i s i.s ?re liminary . 
A one-way valve unit comprises some 8 overlapping aerofc:: \·anes. 
Rubber sealing strips are provided where adjacen t val ve s coctact and 
where valves seat on the side walls of the valve chamber . It is 
hoped that any differential wear resulting in leakage ~--il_ ~e 
restricted to the sealing strips which will be r eadi ly r e_ l2ceable 
under normal maintenance conditions. The inlet valves ..-:ll be of 
similar design to the outlet valve. It is proposed t ha~ : he air 
valves be made in aluminium or steel. 
8.3.3.4 Emergency Valves 
In the event of bag rupture, the device is i rmre di ately 
endangered by a flow of water directly into the duct s . This flow 
must be cut off very quickly and to accomplish t his ful ly automatic 
emergency valves are pr ovided in serie s with the duct valves. These 
·ar e housed in the valve chambers. 
The Device Team has sever al notional designs f or these 
items, one basic concep t being described in Drg. No. WP78/FR.EN/4 
ln this design the mechanism would trip under gravity, possibly 
assis ted by explosive or spring loaded bolts. 
The trip would be actuated by a signal f rom sensors located 
in the LP ducts and consisting of an-...array of p i lot indicators or 
similar, data being passed to a micro-processor which would assess 
the validity of the input (3 out of 4 alarm system), locate the fault 
and initiate the shut down in the bag units aff ected. 
It is apparent t hat the survival of t he FFB device must 
depend heavily upon the prompt operation of the emergency valves with 
the minimum of false trips . Effective maintenance and t e sting of the 
emergency units will f orm an important part of s t ation maintenance. 
Some· arrangement s may be required to automatically reset 
the emergency ~alves since manual resetting might .not be possible, 
and will certainly not be convenient. In any case the need for 
periodic testing would seem to preclude such id~a s as explosive bolts, 
and develdpment should be directed to designing a sys t em wi t h rapid -
ac ting powered cl osure and powered opening . This seems to suggest 
something l ike air actuated pis tons. 
8. 3. 3. 5· Power Pl411t 
... ';. ,.,, ~ "· . ;-
., . Characteri tic features of the cl;s e<:'.. circuit air cycle 
were re f erred to in Section 8. 1.2.3. · I n the f ollowing paragraphs more 
deta i l is given of the ma.in features of the mechanical and electrical 
stages necessary t o conver t the primary· compressed air energy to 
electrical power in readiness for ·transmission to the mainland. 
The propo·s.als are of a preliminary nature , conform 
essential ly with t hose of t he Device Team, but include a number of 
changes dictated by electro-mechanical plant des i gn • 
C/"7 
Air System 
The fore and aft air bags extend .over approximately one wave length and are subject to alternate compression and re-inflati on periods·. It has been est imated that the normal maximum air deliver y could be about 450 m3s-1. The alternating flows a l ang the high pressure ducts leading from the fore and aft ends of the device conform generally with the power curves of Fig. 8.3, this being on the basis of ten sepa·rate bags at each end. The· del i very pressure is. about 15 kNm-2. After pass i ng through t he associated turbine, the same air is discharged ·i nto t he low pressure duct in which the air used to re-fill the bags mus.t be at a hydr:ostatic balancing pr essure of be twe en 0.5 and. 0 .65 bar . 
In the. horizontal port ion of t he device t ha ducts have a section of 8 . 5 m2. This shoul d be gradually reduced in the vertical section at the centre so as to increase t he velocity of t he air as it approaches the turbine to somewhere near 90 ms-1. At the base of the vertical h.p. duct there should be a smooth curve and in addition, suitably designed flow directing guide vanes. 
In considering the low pressure return duct, continuous through the main structure, it would be r a tional to slighly increase the duct section i n recognition of the greater volume to be handled at the datum re-charging pressure. Design features to improve pneumatic efficiency should be included. 
Air Tur bines 
--- - Two reaction type air turbines are required, one for each pressure duct. The Device Teams' proposal that the two turbines be arranged on a common shaft with a central generator is accepted . The fore and aft turbines then provide power to the generator alternately A preliminary review of the operating cycle, as illustrated in Fig.8.3 shows that in a nominal 10 second wave period each turbine would provide power for about 7 - 7½ seconds, but would require power f rom the other machine to overcome windage losses during the unproductive 2½ - 3 seconds in each cycle. 
An assessment of t urbine design on t he basis of 907. bag c~mpression at each end in turn shows that each turbine should have a normal maximum rating of 10,000 h.p. Other parameters derived from consideration of maximum air transit velocity and blade tip speed suggest a single stage high speed turbine with a 3.5 m rotor and a hub diameter of probably 1.75 m. Turbine speed would be in the range 1500 - 2000 rpm. This would keep the blade tip velocity around Mach O. 9 





This would be a conventional three phase alternator, having 
insulation and air cooling suitable for marine application. The machine could be a normal 50 Hz design with four pole rotor. The suggested continuous rating would be 7.5 MW. The generation voltage 
6.6 kV. The operating power factor would be high owing to cable capacitance and the ensuing d.c. conversion. The alternator would 
rely on closed circuit air cooling with heat exchanger and an external 
air circuit. 
Whilst basically a normal industrial design, the alternator would in this application be rated to withstand additional 
eddy current heating due to harmonic components arising from the six 
pulse diode output connection. The excitation would be of the brushless type, probably involving a new application of thyristors, 
since rapid control of generator output voltage will be necessary. 
This in turn dictates a magnetic circuit having a very short response 
time. A normal overspeed ratio of 30 per cent would apply • 
. Electrical Equipment (Device Mounted) 
The central power compartment would provide accommodation, 
in addition to the twin air turbine generator unit, for a step-up transformer of 8 MVA, 6.6/22 kV, a main 6.6 kV switchboard, together 
with automatic control and protection equipment and provision for 
terminating the flexible 22 kV submarine cable used to transmit the 
output of the device to the nearby platfQtm mounted converter station. 
Auxiliaries 
A reliable power supply will be required to operate essential device auxiliaries. As the generator will operate at varying frequency and voltage, it will be necessary to include means 
of stabilising the L.V.A.C. supply. A small converter-battery-inverter is proposed. 
The on-board auziliaries will include the following: bilge 
pumps, air compressor (for ballast ejection), air blower {for bag 
inflation), control systems and cormnunications, heating, lighting 
and services, battery charging, and possibly also servo assistance 
1.n the operation of the inlet and outlet valves. 
Power Plant Module 
The power-house visualisat ion in the Device Teams ' drawin g, 
P5881 No. 4, is an interes ting approach but could hardly be large enough to accommod ate the amoun t of plant described above. An alternative arrangement with approximate dimensions is shown in Fig. 8.4. 
8.3.3.6 Control Principles 
The general philosophy of system readiness to absorb all 
wave energy output applies equally to the French Device. Power input 
to the twin air turbin~s will alternate and be random in magnitude 
as a direct reflection of wave :amplitude and period. Excessive speed 
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FIGURE 8 · 4 
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There is, however, the oyer~riding problem of device 
stability in pitching motion, since compression of the forward air 
bags reduces the forward buoyancy which would tend to allow the 
bows to drop deeper into the water. Correspondingly, the stern 
would rise due to additional buoyancy of the re-inflated air bags. 
It is intended that the bow and stern buoyancy tanks would restore 
stability. It may be necessary to adjust the displacP.ment so as 
to improve the restoring couple. 
However, it would be possible to include a measure of 
automatic compensation by rapid throttling of the appropriate 
turbine. This would lead to a higher discharge pressure and some 
resistance to collapse of the air bags resulting in some additional 
retained buoyancy. Such a stabilising characteristic could be· 
achieved by a motion sensing device acting on the appropriate turbine 
guide vane servomotor. 
8.3.3.7 Emergency Deballasting System 
In the event of a bag rupture the Bevice loses buoyancy 
immediately, · and this must be counterbalanced by rapid deballasting 
under the appropriate part of the hull. This is accomplished by 
injecting compressed air from tanks located in the front and rear 
buoyancy chambers. 
8.3.3.8 · Mooring 
The mooring system proposed by the Device Team is 
described in Drawing No. WP78/FREN/2-.'The converters are in three 
ranks with triple moorings from the bow units, one of which carries 
the power cable to two sea-bed power lines .cross-connected at 
appropriate intervals. 1,000 Tonne Parafil mooring lines are 
proposed. The bow mooring is effected by a . swivel buoy floated 
up from the sea bed to mate with a housing in the bow unit of the 
hull, providing a sealed swivel attachment. Very little work has 
been done on establishing the required compliance of the system, 
and this aspect should be considered as "notional only" ii} the 
leference Iesign. Furthermore in the proposed array of D.evices 
the leeward rank will have a very reduced performance. Consideration 
of the energy available suggests that only two ranks, at most, are 
likely to be economic. 
8.3.3.9 
.. 8. 4 
8.4.1 
8. 4.1.1 
SUIDil'~ry Data f or Refer ence Design 
Volume of concrete in device. 
Area of rul>ber bag. 
Air turbines, 
Rated output. . . ~ ~·.tr:. . 
CONSTRUCTION , INSTALLATION AND SITING 
REFERENCE DESIGN CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 
Introduction 
The narrow beam of the FFB device favours the concept of 
multi-unit construction on a single sit~. The relatively shallow 
.. ~ J -, 
.._, •• 1-
.J 
draught means that units can be finhihed in one construction location with no need for final construction and fitting out i.n deep water. 
The Device Team has suggested that twelve units could be fabricated in a basin 230 m x 230 m x 10 m dr~ught. While the Consultants agree with the idea they consider that a maximum of four or five units to a basin would be a more effective approach. · This would reduce the number of finished Devices occupying basin space milst the last devices were being completed ready for f_loat out, and would require a smaller number of temporary moorings for parking the finished Devices. B·y the same ar_gument, a series of docks on one site which would permit the separate launching of individual Devices might prove even more cost effec t:ive. 
An alternative construction procedure would consis t of full completion on land·, the Device then being skidded on to a submersible barge, taken out to the required depth, the bags inflated and the barge submerged and withdrawn. This approach would imply a sophisticated system of control to accomplish the transfer to the barge without breaking the back of the slender concrete unit, but . there is no reason why this should not be attainable. A third approach might be slipway construction. 
The main point is that the Device lends itself equally to construction in existing or new facilities of no great complexity, in any part of the UK. An integrated facility would be developed capable of handling all civil, mechanical and electrical work. 
8.4.1.2 Hull Construction 
The hull geometry of the FF·B device presents no unusual features as regards concreting and prestressing. A possible sequence is outlined in Drawing No. WP7_8/FREN/5. The number of Devices fabricated at a time would depend on plant and manpower availability and on the site layout. Four Devices side by side could be serviced by overhead gantry cranes or by mobile cranes facilitating the effectively continuous _placing of concrete · to be undertaken over much of the hull height. Concrete could also be pumped or a combination of skipping and pumping adopted. 
The guide .vanes, valve seatings, valves, emergency valves and valve chamber grid would be installed after concrete completion and after full prestressing. 
8.4.1.3 Bag Manufacture and Assembly 
There might be advantages in providing a manufacturing plant for the bags and septa on site to reduce transport costs and bottlenecks. The bags and septa ·would be cut and formed into their 80 metre lengths on site in covered workshops and craned into position by means of demountable external or internal frameworks. After location, the bags and septa would be bolted into position. 
,.- . 1' ', i 
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8.4.1.4 Site Safety 
The bag installation sequence (section 8.4.1.3) would be 
partially carried out from inside the Device and the appropriate 
safety regulations as regards fire precaution and emergency exits 
would be required. Bulkhead doors will be operational at this 
stage, and provision will have to be made for emergency escape routes. 
8.4.1.5 Constructional Period 
The time taken for construction of any device is governed 
by (a) The resources brought to bear (b) the ·number of operations that have to be carried out sequentially. Related to this is the extent to which the device lends itself to assembly from prefabricated 
elements and modules. This device is clearly ideal from the point of view of (b). Being long and low, concrete can be completed to its full height very rapidly. Both functionally and constructionally 
the device has five relatively separate· parts which can be worked on 1n parallel (two ends, one machine house, and two working sections 
of ducted hull). 
Given the need, and maximum use of prefabrication and the use of a self-contained- power module, turn around time of four months on· a bay might be achieved. Yards working on offshore platforms have 
achieved pours of lOOOcu.yds/day. In estimating the throughput of 
an efficient
0
ly organised facility for FFB production, output might be based on a continuously rated concrete output of 500 cu.yds/day. 
8. 4.1 .6 General Construction Aspects 
a) Personnel. An economic construction facility might 




Cranes. Travelling goliath cranes of up to 60 m span 
with a load capability of 25 tons would be required to 
span a facility for the concurrent side by side construction 
of four devices. Mechanical plant heavier than 25 tons 
would be positioned by mobile crane. Alternatively 40 ton 
mobile cranes would be used in place of the goliath system. 
REFERENCE DESIGN INSTALLATION AND SITING 
The Device Team has made a preliminary suggestion that the mooring dep th should be· 40 rn. This is because 't heir design 
philosophy envisages the possibility of salvaging sunken devices 
and this they do _not consider . to be feasible at depths greater than 
40m. :~d. ,; ., : 
The -Consultants have a number of Fe·servations on this -ap41i;o..a.ch. ·The •--&-ee'd'Om ·to pl-ace a ·-device in the best position for the incident sea energy, independent of depth (up to some limit) 
is a valuable 'advantage of a floating device which should not be 
lightly given up. Also .compliance in the tooor.ing system is more difficult ,to achieve in shallow water. 
Salva-ge has not been a governing criterion for any other device, and appears here because of the accepted risk of bag rupture. 
' -?. \ \';:) 
- 1 ~ .. 
I, 
The Consultants do not believe that this particular design could 
be salvaged because it would break up on the- bottom. However . there 
may be possibilities of producing a design that would survive sinking 
and salvage, particularly for the early prototypes. 
Installation should be r e latively straightforward. The 
Device is firmly ship shape and is an ideal size for handling. Th~ 
mooring arrangements should permit rapid installation, and equally 
rapid removal for major maintenance or refit. For the purpose of 
the Reference Design a location west of t he Hebrides has been 
envisaged. 
8.5 'MAINTENANCE 
The Device Team has suggested the use of mother ships 
permanently on duty for undertaking· routine maintenance and for 
emergencies. 
The FFB device, being essentially a submerged hull, has 
better sea-keeping characteristics than fully floating devices and 
hence routine maintenance of generating machinery, compressors, 
ducting, and · services can be undertaken in reasonable comfort. The 
fact that the Device operates on a closed air circuit will greatly 
improve the working environment for the moving parts. For maintenan~e 
it is envisaged that the bags would be over inflated in a reasonably 
calm sea, and the air flow stopped by a suitable door~ 
For major maintenance, the Ievice will be returned to a 
maintenance base. This will probably be an area of sheltered water 
with a floating dry dock fully equipped for total maintenance and 
replacement of parts as required. Such a dock could also be used at 
sea in calm weather to efrect certain repairs on station, and for the 
inspection of the air bags .and valves. 
The major . problem to be faced will be the situation of a 
collapsed air bag. A study is required into the safety and economics 
of having one or more bag units out of commission and the Device 
continuing to operate at reduced power and reduced buoyancy margins 
as compared to removing the faulty Device from the moorings and 
towing to service base for full repair. 
8.6 
8.6.1 
CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE DEVICE 
GENERAL 
This Device has many very attractive features which nrust 
make it a Device well worth pursuing. These include relatively low 
structure weight, potentially good sea-keeping, and simple power 
take-off in a relatively benign closed circuit air environment. Thus 
far the survivability of the Device is not proven. This depends on 
the integrity of the air bags and the development of an emergency 
survival system to deal with an accidental rupture. Survivability 
also depends on the development of a system for pitch control. No 
work has yet been done in these areas. 
l ' ::_ i ~ 
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8.6.2 DEVICE CONCEPT 
This is based on sound thinking. The air turbine is 
accepted as an attractive power take-off for Wave Power Devices, and 
in this case there is the added advantage of a closed air circuit. 
The reference frame is provided by a spine which spans from crest 
to crest, which seems to be possibly the cheapest ref erence frame 
(apart from the sea bed itself). The spine doubles as the duct 
system, which ,is a further economy. It is also the only part of the 
structure which has to resist dynamic and hydrostatic loading. The 
rubber bag, if it proves to be workable at prototype scale, is a 
very economic air pump. Its compliance automatically protects .both 
itself and, to some extent, the spine, from the most extreme loading 
from breaking waves. The device shape and size makes it suitable for 
a point mooring to allow acceptance of energy from the full 360o of 
incident sea. 
Although there is no reason to believe it will not work, 
the effectiveness of the spine as a reference frame has not yet been 
proved in performance tests. 
8.6.3. THE CONCRETE HULL STRUCTURE 
This is relatively simple to construct by conventional 
methods. It is monolithic, is a naturally good structural section, 
and has low draught which makes for cheap construction. It has __ no_t -·· ~ 
been checked out for lateral bending strength in mixed seas, -·-anl if ___ _,, 
there proved to be a problem this could add .. to -the cos t, but.,f""::': :'::°'~.:r. 
probably not by very much. _ \ ~ \\j(j} r, );,:~/: _l , 
8. 6. 4 THE AIR BAG UNITS · "-J~ .,. . _ ., . • . . , . f ,:.-,-,p,_c~ t ~, l};1. \~ ti i .. ~r; ~,,~. ~ ~ ~~~J. 
. . These rep:esent a ~old extl p~~ffeo~t!'f~omE-~e~x1:.._~;,;.~~,_-jjiiiiillll"-~ 
a~pl:cat1ons of flex:ble fabrics, but J~ -:.-pr6po sed are 
within presen~ experience and technolo y. The ar eas of doubt are -
a) Fatigue - At the bag to hull junction, and at the 
junction between the bag and septum, there will tend 
to be severe alternating curva tures of the f abric which 
will tend to induce wear and fatigue. Much will depend 
on the extent to which clever design can remove the stress 
hot spots i n the r ubber fabr i c. 
·b) Damage .Res i stance -The bags will have to withst and t he 
normal heating of the sea and the impac t of flots am. 
c) Sur vival wi th changed bag geometry - If one bag is pierced 
and flooded , adjacent bags, and in particular the septum, 
will be subject to a new (and unfavourable) pattern of 
,;~ distortion. Survival in this situation could prove .to be 
a real problem. 
d) Por?sity - Some porosity will be acceptable, given the 
necessary control and correction mechanisms in the device. 
The survival of the FFB device depends uniquely on the 
reliability of the bag units. If full scale development of the Device 
is to proceed, extensive testing and proving of material performance 
and long term properties will be required, including a full scale 
·(· Ii L.. ·-· \; 
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working representation. Overall, though this component is new, there: are grounds for optimism that success- might be achieved. 
8.6.5 VALVES AND EMERGENCY VALVES 
The Device valves are to efficiency what the bag units are to survival and it is in this_ are.a. that there is the greatest 
extrapolation from model performance. The overlapping aerofoil type of valve has the advantage of simplicity but the disadvantage of 
possible differential wear. The lar g~ valve size proposed by the 
Device Team will require proving in full scale representations. The valves should not prove an -insuµerable obstacle to the success of 
the Device. . 
p .,, .. .. ; I .·~: .; ' ~ ' ,.,. 
8.6.6 POWER PLANT 
The power plant concept adheres largely. to conventional mechanical and electrical equipment. The single stage air turbines are relatively novel featuresbut there should be no great difficulty in developing designs on the basis of known aero-dynamic technology. The pressure is low but there is no temperature p'roblem. Materials would be chosen to withstand sea water contamination. 
The generation system feeding into a series connected 
d.c. circuit requires a sensitive and powerful excitation system. A rotating thyristor application would be new but capable of 
development. 
The device mounted electrical equipment would need 
careful design and some development, but vacuum switchgear would 
be suitable and there could also be an application for the type of transformer specially developed for railway service. These are of minimum dimensions and designed to withstand acceleration forces. 
Overall the simplicity of the power plant, the collection of power into convenient amounts for the first s tage power take off, and its accessibility are definite advantages of this Device. 
8.6.7 MOORING 
If any wave power device can be moored economically, it should be this one. The shape is streamlined to the waves, and in line forces can be reduced in the most severe conditions by increasing the mean air pressure and thereby reducing the undulation in the. bags. See also Chapter 14. One problem is that the D.evice is given freedom to rotate freely about its single mooring point, and this at present presents difficulties in taking off the power. 
8.6.8 TRIM 
The Device has a certain inherent instability in pitch, 
but there are a number of ways this can be controlled (including the method proposed by the Device Team). There is a possibility that 
active pitch control might involve some loss of power. 
I -· - I . -
8.6.9 SURVIVAL 
This is the major question mark hanging over the Device. It probably depends on the ability of the bag system to survive for a protracted period with one bag damaged and flooded and sealed out of the system by the emergency valve. It may be that this could best be accomplished by inflating the whole system to a higher pressure to minimise the movement of the bags - -or by the injection of foam into the ruptured bag - or by some method yet to be thought of. Survival clearly presents a major field for investigation but there seem to be enough grounds for encouragement to anticipate that the problem may prove soluble. 
8.6.10 MAINTENANCE AND LIFE 
Leaving aside the unknown territory associated with the rubber bags, the device appears to be emminently maintainable. It's sea keeping qualities will make on station maintenance practicable. 
8.6.11 TIME NEEDED TO COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT TO A TEST DEVICE 
In the sense that the geometry and the type of power offtake are already well defined, this device could proceed forward very quickly to a realistic sea trials of a complete scaled down ...... device. 
8.6.12 POTENTIAL FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 
The Device Team are not pursuing any alternative 
arrangements of this device, and it does seem that in its present form it represents the logical development of a floating air bag device, and no dramatic improvements in effectiveness should be looked for in this form of the device. Two directions offer them-selves for possible exploration. The first might be to turn the device upside ·down so that air is trapped under the hull rather than contained in a bag above it. This then becomes very similar to an in line NEL. device which will be investigated by the NEL team next year. 
The second l i ne of development would be to use the sea bed as the reference frame. This would immediately make the device direct ional~ and this would have a number of implications. This option ought to be che cked -out. 
8.6.13 ·coNCLUSION 
This is a very promising .device well worth following through to further stages of development and testing. 
pi .-· 
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CHAPTER 9.0 - WELLS OSCILLATOR - DEVICE TEAM QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY ,BELFAST 
9. 1· 
9. 1. 1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CONCEPT 
DESCRIPTION OF 'IHE DEVICE 
The device consists of a hollow dome with an open bottom 
sitting on the surface of the sea, and vented to the atmosphere through 
an air turbine in a duct at the top of the dome. The dome is attached 
to a deeply submerged toroidal vessel by a tubular framework. This 
torus is ballasted for neutral buoyancy. Additional buoyancy for the 
device is provided by air chambers around the periphery of the dome. 
Flexible moorings are attached at four points around the base of the 
domeo 
A key feature of the device is the nove 1 design for the air 
turbine, which appears particularly suitable for the extraction of power 
from the reversible flow in the air duct. 
9.1.2 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
Oscillation of the level of the water in the lower part of 
the dome forces air through the turbine, venting to atmosphere in the 
first half cycle and sucking air back in during the second. The device 
was conceived as a means of applying optimtnn pressures over a circular 
area of the surface of the sea for maxim~ power extraction. First 
designs were based .on simplified hydrodynamic theories which asslUlled 
. that the device only interacted with the sea at the surface. The device 
in fac t belongs to the oscillating wate r coltttnn/air buoy family of 
devices and t here are very close parallels between the principles of 
operation of this device and the NEL device; even though the form is 
quite different. In particular both rely on a water column resonating 
with the incident waves. The geometry is selected to ensure that the 
mass plus added mass and buoyancy stiffness of the column form a system . 
which resonates at wave frequency, and the damping of the column. Both 
also rely on a large inertia structure as a reactive frame, which is 
detuned from the waves by correct choice of buoyancy and mass. However, 
the motions of the devices .are not the same. The NEL device is non-
symmetric and roll, surge and heave restraint are all of concern. The 
Wells Device is synnne t ric and the inertia was intended to provide heave 
restraint , and other motions wer e intended to be free. Both Teams now 
recognise that s ome movement of the i nertial frame is beneficial if this 







The important .differences between · the We1ls ar1d NEL devi ces 
follows:- . .. ' 
The wells oscillator ·is a point absorber designed to collect 
·energy· from any direction over a wave front greater than its 
own diameter • 
The inerti al f rame of reference which restrains the dome 
vertically is situated below the levels most affected by wave 
action in normal conditions. Storm waves penetrate to 
greater depths and the inertial frame will then move and 
allow the ·device to ride the storm. 
q / ! 





9. 1.3 PARAMETERS DIRECTLY AFFECTING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE W
ATER 
COLUMN 
- Wave Height 
Extraction efficiency for this device is very dependent on 
wave height (see Chapter .13). The maximum measur:ed capture width is 
approximately halved as the. waveheight increases from 'A./200 to ~ /100. 
Non-linear behaviour is to be expected of a resonant point absorber, 
but 
it is not clear to · what extent such a rapid fall off in efficiency is
 a . 
function of the details of the present tank models. For .example, it 
may 
be necessary to round off _the edges at th.e base of t he . dome. 
Device· Diameter 
. ...... •;, 
Tests on 0.6 m diameter models with toroidal, flat plate and 
spherical (2 sizes) . immersed inertial bodies give peak capture efficie
ncy 
when the device diameter was between 0.26 and 0.29 of the inciden t wa
ve-
length. These figur~s compare with theoretical predictions for optimu
m 
device width of 0.32)., from 2-dimensional theory and 0.37 ,\ from 
3-dimensional theory. 
- Depth of skirt below water level 
For all of the 0.6 m diameter model tests, a skirt d.epth of 
1/5 of the device diameter was used. The saxre figure has been used i
n the 
Reference Design, but the Device Team hope to improve performance by 
increasing the depth of the skirt. 
- Size of the air chamber 
For the device to act efficiently, the air above the water 
column should be perfectly incompressible. Since it is not, the volum
e 
of the air chamber should be kept as small as possible within the 
weight limitations imposed by the requirement for survival •. 
- Damping - the power take-off 
The size and characteristics of the turbine must be chosen to 
give the optimum energy conversion efficiency. Too little or too muc
h 
damping increases the transrni tted and reflected energy respectively, 
at 
the expense of absorbed energy. The damping constant used in all of 
the 
early model tests has been derived from three-dimensional theory. Th
e 
latest indications are that increasing the damping constant could lea
d 
to improved performance. 
9.1.4 PARAMETERS AFFECTING THE OVERALL MOVEMENr OF TIIE DEVI
CE 
- Size and shape of the immersed body 
Theoretical considerations based on the requirement of little 
vertical movement of the device indicated that the total effective in
ertia 
should be at least l/41tpgdT
2 (where dis the device diameter and T is 
the ·incident wave period). Model tests have shown that for bodies of
 the 
same outer diameter, 15% better extraction efficiencies resulted from
 
using a torus rather than a sphere or a flat plate to provide the tot
al 
effective inertia. The latest thinking is that a degree of vertical 
movement of the device, which would move in antiphase to the water co
lumn, 
would be beneficial. To achieve this condition, the total effective 
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- Depth of submergence of immersed body 
The immersed body must be sufficiently far below the working chamber that it does not interfere with the entry and exit of watero Also, it must be below the level of large water particle motions in regularly occurring waves. 
- Buoyancy stiffness of the working chamber 
This quantity determines the natural period in heave of the whole device and must be kept to a minimum for efficient device operation. 
9.2 CURRENT STATE OF DEVELOPMENT 
Preliminary tank testing work is now well advanced and the Team now has a fairly good understanding of the device. At least another six months testing wi 11 be: needed before it wi 11 be known if current output levels can be improved upon. Apart from a very short sea trial, testing experience is still restricted to monochromatic waves in a laboratory flume. Design. development of the structure is at a very early stage, and nothing has been done on moorings. The power offtake turbine is rmder active development, and fi'rst testing has been carried out with encouraging results. 
9.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
Tests have been carried out ·on 0.6 m diameter models of the working chamber with various forms of immersed body to provide the vertical inertia. The width of the flt.nne was lo 5 m and the water depth 1 1.0 m. Extraction efficiencies for the models were determined from incident power calculated from measured values of incident waveheight and period, and extracted power measured from a calibrated porous plug in the neck of the working chamber. Efficiency crrves show a peak of about 100% over the device width for small waves, (AJ200) falling rapidly as the waveheight increases. Early t heoretical work suggested that the device would be able to extract energy from a wave front of _7 times the device diameter. The Dev.ice Team now believe that a capture wi dth of 2 will be the maximl.llil achievable when optimisation has been carried out on the size and shape of the submerged body, the power off take damping and the skirt _ depth • . 
9.2.2 SEA TRIALS 
. .. 
:!'···-- A large s cale glass fibre .resin model with a 4 .5 m diameter . ·working chamber and a 4 .0 m spherical inertial body has been constructed and was i nsta lle d in Strangford Lough. It operated· for two months in calm ,,. _ seas, before being damaged by a series of severe storms. However, damage ·-·'-' to the ·s tructure was · not severe and it is hoped to recommis s ion the model l ater this year. 
9o3 . ~ - RE:FERE~CE DESIGN ADOP_'IED FOR ·nm STUDY 
The Ref~r-ence Design has been based as closely as possible on the O. 6 m diameter model with a toroidal . inertial body. The working chambe'r has been flattened to reduce .the wind resistance and reduce losses due to compressibility of the air volwne. A 30 m diameter dome has been chosen for th'e Reference Design. Bas~d on the efficiency curves presented by the Device Team, this size of Device deployed at South Uist would give 
a near maximum value of power captured per unit device volume (a first 
measure of cost effectiveness), and sufficient power- output to warrafft a 





Location ... 60 m water depth. · 
Rating of power take-off - 1 MW based on latest effi-ciency 
curves. · 
Moorings - 4 compliant moorings attached to the edge of the 
working ch amber and designed to res train the. device from 
r otation in response t o t he t orque of the turbi ne, 
Size of devi ce ·- 30 m diamet er working chamber with toroi dal 
ballast body to the scale of 0.6 m diameter model. 
Materials - high yield steel for worki ng chamber and connecting 
struts, reinforced concrete for the toroidal ballas t body with 
circumferential prestress. 
Wave climate for power estimates - South Uist. 
Design . loading - little information available. Des i gn b ased on 
general offshore experience. 
Construction restrictions - site must allow launching of the 
whole structure in the vertical posi'tion. This wi 11 require 
a large dry dock. · 
DEVELOPMENT OF REFERENCE . DESIGN 
Working Chamber 
For ease of construction, the cross-section of the Reference 
Design has been made octagonal r ather than circular. The desi gn is 
entirely in steel for li ghtness and watertightnes s , the buoyancy being 
supplied by large di ameter tubes around the lower edge of the working 
chamber. The advantage of using tubes rather than a double skin to 
provide the buoy ancy is in ease of construction, ease of maintenance, and 
stiffness. The upper part of t he working chamber is fabricated f r om 
stiffened panels, the lower .panels being stiffened with closed section 
stiffeners fqr. high lateral stiffness, reserve buoyancy and corrosion 
resistance, and the upper part with flat stiffeners for lightness and 
ease of construction. Plate thicknesses as low as 8 mm have been chosen 
for some components where the loadings are thought to be low. The 
adequacy of these components can only be checked when loadings from test 
results become available. Tubular cross-bracing is provided in the plane 
of the bottom edge of the working chamber to resist distortional forces. 
9 . 3.2 . 2 Power Take-Off Module 
This is supported at the top of the working chamber on a 
stiffened octagonal tube approximately 5 m wide. The module contains the five stage multiblade air turbine, the double thrust bearings and guide 
vanes, the alternat or and brushless exciter, and the transformer. This 
module can be removed from the working chamber in one piece. Access is 




passes from the top of the power take-off module to the submerged ballast 
body and partway to the sea bed in a tubular member running down the 
outside of the structure. 
9.3.2.3 Toroidal Ballast Body 
The circular cross sections of the torus have been repl ace d 
by octagons for ease of construction. The complete torus is made up of 
eight self-contained units with 0.5 m thick walls and 0.5 m thick end 
diaphragms. The wall thickness is locally increased to 1. 0 m to allow 
connection to the steel struts from the working chamber. Pumps sited 
in a housing at the top of the working chamber enable water to be pmnped 
out of the ballast body and air to be pumped in. The ducts for this 
~urp-0se run from the pump house down the outside of the structure and 
into the ballast body. A remote controlled valve beneath each unit 
enab l es water to be let in for ballasting. In this way~ accurate control 
of ~he buoyancy of the torus is possible . The eight units are stressed 
toge ther 'by s tee 1 cables running through the walls of each unit . 
9. 3.2.4 Connecting struts 
No infonnation on the loading is available for these members. 
The sizes adopted have been taken from typical offshore platform 
practice. Connections are we lded except at the junction with the 
concrete torus · where Macalloy bars run through the end plates to be 
grouted into holes drilled into the top of the concrete body. 
Stability 
The structure was checked . for stability in its working 
posi t ion assuming neutrally buoyant connecting struts and ballast body. 
POWER TAKE-OFF - AIR TURBINE GENERATOR 
A single ·stage version of the turbine has been t ested by the 
Team. From the theoretical work and these test results t he Team have 







No rectification of the airflow is needed. 
Direct drive to compact electrical generators is possible. 
The speed fluctuations are comparatively small and coul d 
perhaps be further reduce d by using .flywh ee ls . 
The damping characteristic is very nearly linear , ~hich 
corresponds to the theoretical optimum for the Device . 
'The t urbi ne has a s elf-limi t i ng response in that above the 
design .air ve l ocity the turbine stalls, and the efficiency 
tlrops sharply to zero, thus avoiding possible overspeeding of 
the generators in extreme sea conditions. 
f) The turbine is se lf-starting. 
The CEGB (at Marchwood Engineering Laboratories) have studied the theo.ry of the turbine and are proposing to test a more developed 
design in their laboratories. The turbine adopted for the Reference 
Design is based on these studies. 
- i ~. 
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In their "Preliminary Feasibility Study", Queen's University, 
Belfast have indicated a power plant having a maximum rating of 300 kW. 
This they regarded as the power cut-off level for . a point. absorber 
device of 25 m diameteru The Consultants have, however, re-estimated the 
optimum dimension for energy capture, and as explained earlier in this 
Chapter, a Reference Design diameter of 30 m has. been adopted. ~ power 
is proportional to about the cube of . the diame;ter, the µ l ant rating on 
the QUB basis would become 520 kW. It is. felt, however, tha.t this would 
be more appropriate as a representative me an hourly rating, being only 
17 kW/m captured power. In the absence of more precise design data,. i t 
seemed reasonable ·to adopt a plant rating of about 1000 kW so as to 
accept much of the valuable storm weather input • 
.. 
For the purpose of th i s interim device assessment, a power 
unit desi gn has been-worked up usi g the basi c data for a smaller turb ine 
developed at Marchwood. The result is shown in Figure 9.2. This _shows 
a five stage six bladed air t urbine uni t having inter-stage flow di r ecting 
guide vanes, and at the lower end, servo- adjusted guide vanes for turbine 
control and when required, pneumatic throttling. The rotor has a 
diameter of 2.6 m and a suggested hub to tip ratio of 1:2. Normal speed 
would be about 850 rpm, giving a conservative blade tip speed of only 
0.35 roach. 
The air inlet and outlet ducts would need to be· designed for 
high aerodynamic efficiency but would be generally of the form shown. 
The lower entry cone would have an air seal attachment to the top of the 
device. It should also be ·protected from water surges, both inside and 
outside the unit. 
The velocity and force vectors of the Wells air turbine 
rotor give considerable resultant axial thrust loads which operate both 
upwards and downwards. _for this reason it will be noted that the design 
includes a specially arranged thrust bearing with oil lubricated pads 
above and below the central collar. The upper part of the power module 
would accomnodate the alternator and its exciter and also the associated 
step-up transformer and control switchgear. The machinery space would 
also include accommodation for auxiliary power supplies, heating, lighting 
and ventilation andcommunications equipment. The electrical output would 
be taken by flexible 22 kV three phase cable around the outside of the 
structure down to the under-water mass balancing toroid, before being 
taken along the sea bed to an adjacent centralised converter platform 
structure. 
The rotor and possible also the stator guide vanes of the 
turbine would probably be made of cast g.r.p. with a polished finish. 
Other parts of the turbine should be constructed in stainless steel. The 
upper and lower air ducts could again be of g. r~p. with a good finish. 
Design matters needing further investigation would include the turbine 
performance characteristic up to the advent of overloading and stall; also 
the practical aspects of possible icing and erosion of the rotor blades. 
The principles of automatic guide vane control must also be investigatedu 
9.3.4 CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION AND SITING 
It is proposed that the Device should be completely 
constructed in a dry dock. With the concrete vessel completely de-
ballasted, the dry dock could be flooded and the structure floated out. 
The draught required is only 5 m due to the large excess buoyancy of the 
,··. 
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toroidal body in this condition . The structure has been checked for 
stabili ty i n thi s float-out condition. On reaching the required site, 
which would require a minimum water depth of 60 m, ballast water would be let into the toroidal vessel at a controlled rate to enable the 
structure to rea,ch the working depth of immersion. During the 
operational phase additional water would seep into the concrete vessel 
only slowly and could be removed with the pump us~d to control t he buoyancy of the ballast body during installation. 
9.4 CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 
LIMITATIONS TO THE ASSESSMENT 
The data available only allows a preliminary app raisal of t hi s device, . The Ievice and the turbine have both been demonstrated . as 








Component sizes and power offtake characteristics have not 
been optimised. This includes the size and shape of the 
ba llast body, the depth of immersion of the working chamber 
ski r t and the power offtake damping. 
Performance data is only available for monochromatic waveso 
The efficiency shows a marked reduction. as wave height 
increases and the power captured in a particular sea state 
can only be estimated approximately (see Chapter 13). 
The turbine proposed has not been testedo 
The models were restrained in surge and so do not completely 
represent the true full scale situations. 
The tank width was such that a particular frequency a 
transverse standing wave was set up near the device and 
efficiency was reduced. 
Loads on the devi~e from storm waves in random seas are not 
available. 
ASSESSMENT 
General - point absorbing 
A year ago preliminary theoretical work had indicated that point absorbency might offer a breakthrough in cost effectiveness, by 
allowing a device to draw in energy from several times its own width. This has now been checked out experimentally by this Device Team, and 
separately by the NEL Team for TAG- 1 in the Edinburgh tank. The results have been disappointing, due primarily to narrow band width and reduc·ed efficiency due to non-linearity, even in quite modest waves. Thus, it now seems t hat point absorbency as such is a much less attractive concept than it seemed previously. The situation is not helped by the fact that two disadvantages of point absorbency - mooring and small parcels of power to be individually collected - remain significant problems to be overcome. 
Technically, the Device has no more problems tha11 most others, and is definitely superior in some respects. 
' . 
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Specific comment 
a) The use of steel for the dome presents a major maintenance 
problem, particularly at the sea/water interface (the so-called 
splash zone). The most rigorous standards of corrosion 
protection will be necessary, using epoxy paints and probably 
cathodic protection •... Even so, it is not certain that the dome 
will .be able to last the full design· life of, say, 30 years 
without_ being towed back to base for removal of marine growth, 
blast cleaning and renewal of protective coating and 
electrodes. Fibre reinforced composite cons truction would 
have many advantages and a design exercise will shortly be 
carried out to check on the technical and economic feasibi 1i ty 
of GRP construction. However, it is likely to prove expensive 
and also suffer from lack of ductility, and is not innnune from 
material degredation in severe environmentsa Concrete 
· construction would be too heavy. 
b) The principle used for stabilising this Device are similar to 
those used in semi-submersible vessels. The latter are a 
proven means of achieving maximtm1 stability in exposed 
locations, at the same time incurring the minimtm1 wave forces. 
The use of these principles for wave power devices therefore 
merits full investigation. Experience suggests that general 
survivability of these vess~ls is excellent. 
c) The most likely .problem areas for the structure are the 
localised effect on the dome panels due to wave impact loadings, 
the overall distortion resistance of the dome, and the fatigue 
life of the connection .between the bracings and the dome. 
(These load conditions will -be particularly hard to deal with 
in GRP construction). 
d) Construction, tow-out and ins .tallation present no maJor 
pr oblems • . 
e) The p~imary power take-off is extremely simple and is well 
positioned for ease of maintenance and . protection from the sea. 
It should not be endangered by storm wave conditions provided _ 
the water column does not reach the top of the dome, which it 
is not expec ted to do. A control system will not be required 
for the turbine i tself. 
f) Pre liminary s tudies indicate excellent prospects for the 
turbine. This design deserves t o be asses sed independent ly 
of the device, sin ce it is app licable to all oscillating water 
co lunm devices -
g) The collection of the relatively small electrical outputs from 
many moving devices will be ,one of the major problems for any 
point absorber scheme. 
h) Ease of maintenance of this Device should be a major advantage, 
due to the small number of components and their accessibility. 
This D.evice and the Vickers device are the only devices which 
do not require any moving parts or valves prior to the turbo-
generator~ The .absence of rectification removes the need for 
large ducts, and the ·resulting power offtak.e is sufficiently 
compact to allow removal of all mechanical parts in one module, 
should this be required. 
r , J .: - · -
i) The moorings for the D.evice have not been investigated, I>ut 
this device will share the problems of all short devices 
which need to be. close moored. in large arrays (see 
Chap·ter 14). . · 
j) The productivity of the D.evice is dis cussed in Chapter 13. 
It seems clear that a maj6r problem: to be overcome i s the rapid 
fall of of efficiency with wave height. · This can be beneficial 
in reducing the peak power -levels in large waves, but the 
present results show a poor -efficiency even in moderate waves,. 
It is too early to say t o what extent this is due to inherent 
limitations in the desi gn. · The Te am have yet t o f ully 
i nvestigate poss-ible reme·dial measur es · 
. . . . k) Te chnically . th i s .. Devi ce appear s t o have good . overall 
prospects for suc_cessful. development. However, it wi 11 be 
necessary in the near future to judge the meri t s of this 
device on the grounds of cost effect iveness relative to other 
equally feasible oscillating water columns. 
9. 5 FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT -
It is es·sential that this · Device · should be brought as soon as 
possible to a stage where it can be compared on a cost effective basis 
with other floating oscillating water column devices. This would enable a strategy to be drawn up concerning the development of such a generic 
group • . In particular the following work needs to be done. 
a) Optimisation of the geometry· of the device determination of 
efficiency curves · for a model in both monochromatic and 
randan seas taking account of all 'the relevant points made in 
9.4.1. Attempts -to improve the performance of the device in 
steeper waves should be made. 
b) Measurement of forces on the device from storm" waves in random 
seas. 
c) Aer·odynamic assessment of the turbine rotor. 
d) Design studies for the structure, moorings and power collection 
system .. 
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CH.APTER 10 - VICKERS DEVICE 
Note - This Chapter is included for completeness, but will be sup e rseded 
by a more comprehensive appraisal to be prepared in the near future. 
The Device Team are at present carrying out a series of tests which 
should provide the data needed for the preparation of preliminary 
Reference Design. The drawings shown in this report are a visualisation, 
not a Reference Design. 
10.1 
10.1.1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CONCEPT 
IESCRIPTION OF TIIE DEVICE 
A large dome containing air under pressure sits on the sea 
bed. The top is flattened and contains a large orifice, leading to an 
annular U shaped duct inside the dome. Waves induce oscillating of the 
water around the U shape and water overflows into an annular trough. 
The trough is co.nnected through a tu:rbine to an exit draught tube. 
10.1.2 DEVICE TEAM'S PHILOSOPHY 
Based on their extensive experience of designing marine 
systems. the Team have adopted the following design criteriaq 
. a) 
b) 
Submerg,ed structure for survival. 
Simplest possible power take-off machinery 
turbine working in tmidi recthmal flow. 







No other moving parts. 
Power capture by · resonant 
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
oscillation for maxi:iimurn ~ffie{~~cy. ·- 1 
. K~i ~~ '"·r. ~-.... . ,,.., . • ", W"""'~'l ~.:·{; l if1 J~-~ ~;~;~~\· F . :A'•:.:-!"'. .Ge;_~"" . ,.. f!H 
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This device, like the NEL and 7~~~{{;.~;;~j:7iti'~\~llat~ 
water coluIIU1, the geometry of which dete J fe~'the resonant fre u~nc ~ 
and hence the wave period in which maxim e a · ~1.evedq · · 
The principle novelty in the action of the device lies in the nature of 
the damping applied to the column. As the column rises firstly work is 
done on compressing the contained air, which acts as a zero rate spring, 
and this continues as the water overflows into the annual trough. As the 
column falls .work is done on the column by the air, but as on the return 
water canno t flow back f r om the trough i nto the water column, the volume 
displaced is less, and over a cycle the net flow of energy is from the 
column into the air . During the whole cycle the air which has been 
c;anpr:e-ssed above the equilibrium hydros.t a tic pr essure , by the net flow of 
water from the column into . the tr<;>Ugh, is forcing water through the 
turbine at a fairly constant rate. The damping applied to the column is 
hydrodynamically non- linear , that is the resistance is no t proportional 
to the water velocity. Linear damping is required for optimum power 
extraction from a resonant system, but the sensitivity of the output to 
this factor is not known. 
A large vohnne of contained air is required for two reasons. 
Firstly, if the air compression adds significantly to the stiffness of 
the water column the column becomes detuned from the waves. An infinitely 
compressible or zero rate spring would be ideal. Secondly, the energy 
storage in the air is very effective in smoothing the flow through the 
turbine, it is in fact equivalent to the accunmulators in the hydraulic 
fo/1 
circuits of other devices. However, as the excess pressures in. this 
device are very small, very large volumes of air are required. 
10. 1.4 PARAMETERS AFFECTING OOVICE EFFICIENCY 
The Team's knowledge- of the re-lationship between the various · 
geometric parameters and device efficiency is very incomplete. Further 
experimental work is in progress. 
a) Duct length and diameter 
For a long narrow duct the added mass at the inlet is much 
less than. the actual column mass. and the- resonant period.. of 
the column depends on ly on its leng th·.. Based- on · this e imple 
c-ase, the optimum duct . l ength is I\. /2.,r where I\ = wavelength. 
For a wide short duct (as in ·the Reference Design) the added 
mass at the inlet will be of the same- order as the a~tual 
mass of the colunn. In this case. the resonant period of t:he 
columns 1s more difficult to predict. 
The area of the duct at the air interface .also determines the 
'stiffness' of the column, which in turn affects the 
resonant period. The area of the duct at the inlet is one of 
the parameters which determine the · added damping of the column, 
and hence its ability to absorb energy. In the above, however, 
it is assumed that the column area is kept constant from inlet 
to air interface. Constant velocity in the ducts helps to 
minimise turbulence losses. 
In · summary the duct geometry is crucial to the effectivenes·s 
of the device and will be determined by the requirements to 
optimise the blend --o.f column mass, added mass, column stiffness 
and added damping. The Team currently think that the duct 
diameter wi 11 be of the. order of /\ /6. 
b) Depth of immersion .of duct inlet 
c) 
d) 
This parameter will affect both the hydrodynamic damping, and 
added mass. Oscillating systems at depth are able to extract 
power from waves, but the range of wave periods over which 
they are effective is very narrow- at large depths.. From 
theory, the Team expect the best depth to be from 0.2 to 0.3/\. 
Overtopping height 
This is the difference 1n level between the coltnnn air inter-
face at rest and the top of the, internal weir. It can be 
varied either by changing the height of the weir, or, more 
plausibly, by pumping more air in to the dome. The Team 
consider that the optimum height will be approximately half 
of the amplitude of an undamped column. 
Surface area of collecting trough 
The larger this area the better. Ideally the water level in 
the trough would be very close to the top of the weir to 
minimise energy losses, and the trough would have sufficient 
area to minimise cyclic fluctuations in leve1. Hence the area 
is determined by the volume of water delivered in a wave 
cycle, divided by the acceptable fluctuation in level. 
10/2 
- . ...,.~ ; 
I 
e) Voltnne of entrapped air 
f) 
Again the bigger this volume is the better, as explained in 10.1.3. Approximate calculations suggest that a volume of four times that of the water coltnnn may be adequate. 
Duct geometry 
The Team suggest an inlet radius equal to the duct radius to reduce turbulence losses • . The rest of the duct must also be streamlined. 
10.2 PRESENT STATE OF DEVELOPMENT 
Development work has so far been confined entirely to laboratory testing of idealised forms of resonant water columns. Power extraction efficiencies are not yet available. The experimenta l prograrmne is designed to explore systematically each of the main device parameters. 
10. 3 THE VISUALISATION ADOPTED IN THIS STUDY 
Th.e drawings in this report are included only to illustrate the general concepts behind this device and do not constitute a proper design proposal. Rudimentary structural calculations have been made, but the turbine ratings and average output are not known. 
10. 3.1 STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS _  _ 
The top half of the dome is under excess internal pressure, the bot tom half is under excess external pressure. Hence the top of the shell must be air tight and ·is predominantly in tension. The structure consists of intersecting doubly curved shells and diaphragm walls. These factors add up to a strong case for the use of steel, which has to be balanced against corrosion problems and the need for extra ballast. Concrete is still a possibility, but would require sealing, probably with a fl exible liner, and would need heavy reinforcment. Shuttering, the temporary supports, and placement of the concrete would all present problems adding considerably to the costs of construction. 
The lower half is less complex geometrically, and is predominantly in compression. Concrete is certainly the most suitable materi.al, and will help t o r e duce the quantities of ballast required. Seepage of water into the air chamber will occur, but will easily be dealt with by small pumps o 
Cons truction h~s not been considered in detail but the s t ruct:ure would aluns t certainly be completed in a dry dock, floated out to site, ballas·ted and sunk to position. A critical phase would occur during f looding of" the duc t s an d t r oughs when the wate r ballast, i f un-res t r ained, would cause stability problems. During sinking the device would be connected to cables anchored on the sea bed to control the attitude and ·position of the device. Careful bed preparation, perhaps with tipped gravel, would be required. Foundation skirts or a rock fill toe may well be required for scour resistance. 
10.3.2 POWER TAKE-OFF 






For the present study turbines similar to those chosen for the Russell 
Rectifier have been used. 
For maintenance purposes the turbo-generator is shown in a 
removable pod. Routine inspection and minor maintenance will be 
possible in the pressured air chamber housing the alternator. 
10. 4 PROVISIONAL ASSESSMENT OF TECHNICAL FEASIBTLITI 
This device will require the minimum of maintenance and should 
have excellent survival characteristics. The turbine is cer tainly 
feasible, if somewhat outside the desirable range of heads and f lows 
for efficient oper ation. The smoothing. of the power input will be the 
effectiveness of the device. The scale of the device is dic.tated by the . 
requi rements for enormous air storage voids, and by the size of the 
collecting trough. To have a ratio of scale to power output comparable 
to other wave power devices it can be shown that the column will need to 
capture power over several times its own width. The p~ospe cts for 
achieving this in realistic wave · conditions are not though.t to be good 
and the Team may need to dep.art radically from the device configuration 
shown in this report. to achieve the required effectivenesso 
As with other resonating devices, the size of the device is 
inextricably related to wave length, and there is the added need to 
provide both a water reservoir and a very large air spring. It seems 
unlikely therefore that the device will prove to be a way forward to a 
~ significantly more cost effective device. 
.... .. 
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Conversion to electrical energy 
Wave energy abstracted by the particular device has been us ed 
to drive a prime mover, in all cases of the turbine t ype but 
using either air, oil or water as the operating medium. These 
are unidirectional machines characterised by cyclic variation 
of power output, being . a ·reflection of the cyclic nature of 
wave energy as modified by the smoothing provided . With s uch 
a large number of generators individually driven, synchronous 
operaiion is not practical. A modified system of generation 
has therefore been adopted as described in earlier chapters. It 
is particularly relevant to acknowledge the guidance of the 
specialist advisers to TAG 6, in particular Mr J D Ainsworth 
of GEC and ·Dr J R Bumby of IRD. 
·-
Consideration has been given by others to a form of gear driven 
reversing generator. Fatigue problems associated with frequent 
reversal of stress - estimated at between four and six million 
reversal s per annum - would make this machine wholly unsuitable. 
All the reference designs in the present report relate to 
s t raigh tforward unidirec t ional three phase alternators. It is 
important to note that for the seven devices considered, the 
alternators required come within the rating bracket 1 - 9 MW. In 
most cases, the generation voltage could be 3 . 3 kV at ra t ed· output. 
For t he two lar gest machines of 7~5 MW and 9 MW, the al t ernative 
generation vo ltage might be 6 . 6 kV. In both cases re liable 
fo.'.r'ms of s ta t or i ns ul ation are available. The generators would be 
of the t ota l l y enclos~d air cooled type, probably also with 
e).i:ternal heat exchangers f or separate water cooling . 
This review of wave energy development looks at the overall 
plant requ i r ements for a · notional 2 GW system. I t is relevant 
to be aware of ~he large numbers of alternators installed in 
the device, all of which require separate automatic control of 
voltage and load. Relevant numbers are given on the following table -
I/ / i 
11.1.4 
11.1.5 
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VICKERS 2200, 
From a generat i on point of view, those device t ypes requiring 
a smal ler number of machines are to be preferred . 
Having. ruled out multiple synchronous generation, the most 
practicable method of combining the outp~ts of large numbers 
of alternators is to allow each to feed its own diode . 
rectifier unit at art appropriately controlled voltage and to 
connect these in series groups. The coast-wise length of 2 GW 
array and limitations of transmission circuit rating , have led 
to the choice of a total of eight 250. MW gro~ps. Each of these 
is again split into pairs of 125 MW groups, one of p~sitive 
polarity and the ot~er negative. it 1s proposed that the circuit 
voltage be+ 250 kV. The electrical energy output of each 
machine 1s reflected 1n the controlled generation voltage. 
It is a prerequisite of generation system design (2GW) that the 
interconnected mainland systems of the two Scottish Boards shall 
be fully receptive to all wave energy input of whatever magnitude 
and up to fu ll transmission capacity. 
Special generic features of the wave power alternators include 
a generous thermal rating so as to accept short term peak 
turbine power, as also the iron circuit heating due to the 
harmonic circulating currents resulting from the proposed 
arrangement of six pulse diode rectification. A specially 
responsive excitation system is also required. This would be 
based on brushless a,c. exciters requiring development of rotating 
thyristor rectifiers with some form of inductor control. At 
l east four per unit excitation voltage c·ombined with a very short 
response time will be necessary. 
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Wave derived mechanical power has now been converted to a 
flow of electrical energy at varying generation voltage. Power 
at up to 9 MW per machine has next to be transmitted by seabed 
cable. This can be done most efficiently, oyer the distances 
involved, by raising the voltage to about 22 kV. Each 
generator circuit therefore requires its own step-up transformer 
of appropriate naturally cooled rating and also able to take 
care of the frequency range resulting from speed variation at the 
turbine. 
Collection of device generation 
At this stage it may be helpful to refer to fig. 11-1 which shows, 
1n schematic form, a t yp ical single generator inter-connection 
with a nearby converter equipment. Schemes have been proposed 
whereby series inter-connection would be performed through 
suitably designed submerged rectiformer units connected together 
by cable on the seabed. In the long term this might become 
practicable. At the present time -~here is a strong preference 
for an electrical installation entirely 1n the dry and within a 
totally enclosed platfo.rm mounted converter station where 
supervision and maintenance are practicable. Also where bypass 
switching could easily be included, enabling a faulty unit 
to be replaced with no more than short term loss of section energy 
output. 
The cable required to inter-connect the floating device with the 
converter platform would need special development. It would be 
of the 3 core type fo r 22 kV operation and rated up to 10 MVA. 
Paper i nsulation would be inappropriate. A cable manufacturer 
would probab l y conside r synthetic iubber s of the e. p. r . t ype. It 
is also proposed that t he flexible inter"'"connecting cable should be 
de signed with additional pilo t cores fo r purpo_s es of remote contro l 
and i ndication, f or al a rms and communication. The mean flexible 
cable route length could be between 5 and 8 km depending on the 
type of device and the distance to the rear of the 250 MW 
converter pl~tform. Some devices need deep water (80 m) but it 
is proposed that the platform structures would not be taken any 
deeper than 50 m (25 f) - or 30 fathoms at the most. It is 
relevant to .mention that in the case of the HRS device which is/ 
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... t . . 
bottom mounted and close inshore there would be no requirement 
for flexible cables. 
It is appropriate to add that the 22 kV 3 core special flexible 
submarine cables are essentially for six of the seven devices 
and whilst not available commercially at the present time, could 
be produced by UK manufacturers given an adequate design and 
development programme. 
In the laying of these submarine cables precautions would have 
to be taken to eliminate rubbing of the cable over rocks on the 
seabed. It would not be practicable to bury the cables so 
that submerged buoys might be considered, as a means of keeping 
the cable clear of the bottom until all motion has disappeared. 
Connection of .the flexible power cables to floating devices calls 
for the development of some form of universally jointed 
termination. The point at which the cable enters the device should 
be in the area of minimum motion, e.g. the rear raft of the WPL 
device, and for the SEA system the rearward face of the power module, 
itself attached through suitable .joints to the stable spine 
units. Whilst it is hoped to reduce the effect of wave motion 
on the cable, there i~ also a further requirement that it should 
be possible to disconnect the cable easily and transfer the end 
to a temporary mooring buoy. This would allow removal of the 
device and its replacement and reconnection. 
Of the four principal devices under review, t~ree require the 
use of considerable route lengths of 22 kV submarine cable. The 
areas in which they are required are indicated by dotted lines in 
figs 11-2-3-5 for the NEL, WPL and SEA types. Similar cables 
would be necessary for installations of the French, Wells and 
possibly Vickers designs . 
ConverteT Pla tf orms 
El ectrical e nergy i ncoming from an effecti ve 250 MW o f wave 
energy converters, i.e. a net 250 MW after allowing an appropriate 
diversity factor , would be received via groups of 22 kV cables 
arranged in two sets on what may be described as the longer 
north and s'outh faces of marine platform structures. It has 
been explained that owing to the considerable length of a 2 GW / 
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11.3.2 
11. 3.3 
11. 3 .4 
11.3.5 
array off the Hebrides, it is proposed th~t there be a total of 
8 separate platforms standing on the seabed in water depths 
probably limited to 25 fathoms. The locations of the platforms 
are illustrated in figs.1 1-2- 3-S. Plat f orms would not be 
required in the cas e of HRS device . 
An indication of the likely dimensions and internal layout of a 
converter platfor m i s given in fi g . 11-6. The t otal weight 
of the large numb er of oi l immersed rectiformer units and of t he 
associated switchgear and contr ol equipment and of the standby 
genera ting plan t , auxiliary servi ces and l iving accommodation 
would probably amount to some 800 t o 1,000 tons, vary i ng with 
the number of conver t er units r.equired. The deck housing would 
be a robust structure largely constructed in steel, giving 
inherent screening against radio interference. 
Access to the platform would normally be by he licopter t o a 
landing pad on the roof, Access by sea would also be allowed for~ 
ca re having been t.aken to bring the 22 kV cables up with i n t he 
structure and well clear of vessels lyi ng alongside. Upper 
- and lower access hatches would be provided with appropriate 
lifting equipment. 
Fig. 11 - 6 ind i cates. the genera l proportions of a platform mounted 
converter station. The deck structure is 40 m x 50 m in plan 
and is expected to be some 25 m high. This height i s divided 
into unequally spaced floors. The series connected rectiformer 
units occupy the second and third floors with 2 x 125 MW of plant. 
Each converter floor is given a l ow- headroom cable and pipework 
me zzanine. It is also intended to include space on the converter 
fl oor s to accommodate sp.are units and also provide a maintenance 
area. The rectiforme,rs would be totally enclosed, oil immersed 
(or SF
6 
insulated) and cooled by ex ternal oil/sea water heat 
exchangers together with circulating water pumps. 
The lowe r floor of the pl atform would a~commodate the main 22 
kV switchgear, the hea t exchangers just mentioned, much of the 
e l ectrical protection equipment and also an auxiliary plant 
room to ac commodate standby gas turbine gene,rators. This form 
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ll.3. 7 
' - . , 
the upper floor would accommodate h.v. d.c. isolation 
equipment and contro·l and communications panels. Also, 
fuel, oil and water stores. A necessary part of the upper 
floor area would be reserved for s taf f quarters. It 1.s 
co ns idered t hat staf f ing of t he pl atforms would be essential 
for superv1.s1.on and mainten·ace of the main converter plant 
and fo r s urveillance of the wave power devices in the gr oup associated 
wi th the parti cular platf orm. 
D. c. i solators would be provided 1.n bo th positive and negative· 
poles of the converter centre. The +ve and - ve sec t i ons 
wo uld be connected at the centre wher e there would be fur ther 
isola tors for the mid-point cable connection and also for 
the single marine earthing point, preferably arranged at the sending 
end. 
, Auxiliary supplies on the pla tform would normally be der ived from 
the 22 kV switchboard. In the event of loss of input, the stand-
by generators would be used. A similar consideration applies to . 
the devices themselves . Whils t normally· able to take care. of 
t he ir own auxilia ry loads, there will be times when the devices 
will r equire an external power supply. It is proposed that this 
be given as a back-feed down the 22 kV flexible cab les by 
appropriatel y interlocked switching at the two ends. The 
multicore c i rcuits included in the submar ine cab l es woul d enable 
this to be achieved by remote control from the platform. One 
mi ght ask what happens if the connecting cable has failed? It 
is proposed tha t this eventuality would be covered by a light l.v. 
a . c. cable inter-connecting adjacent devices but only able to 
supp.ly essential device. auxiliaries such as bilge pumps, air 
compressors, i nternal heating, warning lights,. contro i and 
communications . 
ll.4 IIV. DC. Submarine Cables 
11.4.1 The fou r location plans figs.11-2-3-4-5 also indicate the 
pr opo sed routes of the+ 250 kV main d.c. transmission cables 
whi ch tr,ansmi t the pla tform power across the intervening stretch 
of s ea to small switching stations provided along the west coast 
of t he Outer Hebrides. Each circuit would comprise three single/ 
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11.4.6 
core cables having SOO A conductor section, i.e. 250 MW 
rating. Normally the mid-point cable would carry only the small 
out-of-balance currents but, in the event of the loss of 
either positive or negative pole, could be used as a fully 
rated return circuit for the healthy pole, 1.e. only a 50% 
los5 of transmission capacity for the single circuit. 
These high voltage . cables would probably be of the oil impregnated 
paper insulated type similar to those presently in service on 
the 1,000 MW Skagerrak crossing between Norway and Denmark. 
It is quite likely that official requirements will dictate that 
the three cables be laid closely in parallel and possibly within 
a 2 m band. 
The long term reliability of submarine cables laid directly on 
the seabed would be too low. Where laid across sea areas of 
interest to inshore f i shermen and traversed by shipping, the 
risks of damage by trawling operations and by anchors would be too 
great. Although a very expensive operation, it .is recommended 
that the 250 kV d. c. submarine circuits should be buried to a 
depth of 0.8 - 1.0 m wherever practicable. In areas where rock 
is exposed, the cables should be protected by bags of heavy ballast . . 
Tidal stream velocities off the Outer Hebrides are fortunately 
low. Nevertheless, precuations would have to be taken to prevent 
movement of the cable against projecting rock surfaces. 
It Bhould have been explained that although the foregoing 
precautions are necessary, the cables themselves will be 
protected by double steel wire.armouring and by impervious 
outer plastic sheaths probab ly given a special chemica l treatment 
to inhibit attachment of marine grow ths. 
I n the alterna t ive 2 GW schemes being cons i dered the outputs 
from 250 MW platforms are taken in pairs to a common switching 
point on the ~djacent island - generally North or South Uist. 
There are then a total of four SOO MW wave energy supply points. 
The next step is to transmit this energy across the islands to 
their e ast coasts and then ce under the deep water stretch of 
the Little Mi~ch to the proposed main terminal point on the 
West Coast of Skye. The arrangements for the four primary devices 
are shown in figs. 11-2-3-4-5 previously referred to. 
The 500 MW cables would again comprise positive and negative 
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copper sections would, however, be _double those of the 
earlier cables. Trenching of the four circuits 1n the 
shallower depths of the long sea ~rossing would be advisable. 
lt remains to be seen whethar it would be practicable and within 
acceptable costs to endeavour to bury. the circuits in the 
deeper water sections. Arriving off the west coast of Skye 
at the Durinish peninsula the .circuits would come ashore , 
1n pairs via Ramasaig Bay and Lorgill Bay· immediately to the 
north and -south of a, coastal hil.l promontory known · as Hoe 
P.oint... A cab.le termination and switching compound on level 
· ground at · the back ·of the· hilI W-Ould also ac.c.omm©d ate the 
terminal tower of a double circuit overhead line used to transmit 
the wave power across the Highlands to an inverter station at 
a suitable location on the main Scottish transmission system 
to the North East of Perth 1n Strathmore. 
Overhead Line Transmission 
Switching arrang~ments at The Hoe substation would enable any 
pair of submarine cable circuits to be co~nected to one of the 
overhead line circuits each of which would have a continuous 
rating of 1,000 MW. The station would also includ·c 
protective equipment,. surge. divertors · together with main and 
· reserve communica-tions and indications facilities. Some small 
buildings would be required for auxiliary plant; for the 
storage of spare units and as mess accommodation during visits 
by maintenance workers. 
The transmission line would be of the doubl.e circuit type 
having positive and negative pole conductors and also a 
mid-point circuit of the same conductor section but only 
lightly insulated. The general appearance of the towers used 
in straight line positions is shown in fig. 11-7. Although 
for+ 250 kV d.c. operation the tower height is only some 
35 m, this is a significant -reduction and of advantage 
as regards environmental impact. 
E~1ch pole would be made up of twin 'MARTIN' steel cored 
aluminium conductor (ACSR) capable of carrying 2000 A · 
continuously. It will also be noted from fig. 11-7 that the 
conductors would be supported between insulators in 'VEE' 
configuration. Whilst reducing the overall tower height thi~ 
also helps to limit conductor swing. The mid point conductors/ 
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are arranged on the top cross arm of the tower where they 
can also act as shield wires, there being no se-parate earth 
wires. 
The criteria t o which the proposed l ine-has been designed would 
be ·.more stringent than those applying to the conventional 
tower designs presently used elsewhere in the United Kingdom. 
It is only intended to prov ide one doubl e circuit transmis sion 
line capable of transmi t ting the full 2 GW - but without 
spare circuit capacity . It is Jelt· tha t line costs and poss ibly 
overriding envi ronmental problems make i t undesirable to 
have more than one line. Whilst there will be ample opportunity 
to undertake maintenance and repair wo r k during the summe r 
months it is essential that the line has a high availability 
factor during the winter months when wave power will be at its 
most productive. For this reason the line design criteria pay 
full regard to extreme weather conditions of wind, snow and ice 
loading and the difficulties of access to parts of the route 
both for emergency repairs and for normal routine maintenance. 
The t yp i cal strai gh t line tower shown i n fig. 11-7 would be 
about 35 m high and would require 13 tonnes of steel work 
and fittings. Thi~ height and weight compares with 46 m and 
13 tonnes of the present CEGB 18 design and SO m ~nd 22 tonnes 
of their 16 desi gn. If the same stringent design criteria 
were to be applied to an equivalent AC tower, the amount of 
material required would be somewhere between that of the CEGB 
18 and 16 designs. 
The use of the mid point conductor pairs as shield wires should 
give particularly good lightning protection in view of the 
ar r angement proposed. This would be at some detriment to the 
min imum i nsulation level required~ However, the slight increase 
of ins ul a tion necessary will offset the effect of possible 
sal t spray insulator pollution in coastal areas. Direct current 
pol arisation might be expected to aggravate this . 
It wil l be appreciated that having crossed the island of Skye 
on a caref ully selected route with environmental considerationg 
primarily in mind, the d.c. line is confronted with the 
navigable straits between Skye and the mainland at Kyle Rhea. / 
t I /<) 





The Norlh of Scotland lly<lro Electric Board are presently constructing a 132 kV steel tower line between Quoicb in Glen Garry and Broadford in Skye. This includes a crossing at Kyle Rhea. It is also proposed that the new h.v. d.c. line should cross at Kylerhea but f~rther to the south. Precise location could only follow a detailed site survey and examination of levels of proposed tower sites and of foundation conditions. For present purposes provision has been made for a long span -about · l.l km - crossing with two high towers and their associated back anchor towers. Mid-span clearance under maximum temperature conditions and at high spring tide would comply with statutory shipping requirements. 
The basic tower design illustrated in fig. 11-7 would be augmented by normal and hillside frame extensions. Separate designs would be prepared for angle positions and for section points . 
The overhead line would follow a carefully chosen route through from the cable terminal point at The Hoe on the west coast of Skye to the proposed wave energy inverter station near_to the existing mainland 275 kV ne twork in the vic i nity of Ruthven to the north east of Perth. The total route length is about 280 km. · Details of the route of interest to the NSHEB, the HIDB and local authorities are described and illustrated in a separate Overhead Line Appendix . A summarised definition of the route follows. 
Deicription of Line Rou t e 
It is appropriate to pr eface the description by expla ining that t he proposed line rou te has been examined by site i nspec tion . Parricular regard was paid t o minimising the impac t of the line on t he couh t r yside . Natura l regard for the beauti es of t he Highl and scene r y is considered t o have produced a rou te which i s at the same time compatible with limitation of line altitude and total route length but without making the line und uly dif fi cult to construct. The resul t s of this survey are illustrated and. descr ibed a t length in a separate overhead line appendix. In the meantime, please refer to fig. 11-8. 
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20 km northwest of Dundee. This location is adjacent to 
two parallel double circuit lines and a tee junction between 
them on the existing NSHEB 275 kV a , c. system and would be a 
convenient point of inter-connection from which wave energy, 
as electrical power, could be transmitted to the load centres 
of Stirling/Dunfermline, Dun<lee, Fife and Aberdeen. 
Every endeavour has been made to route the line away from the 
more commonly used tourist routes and beauty spots. From 
Ruthven the route follows an existing 33 kV line across open 
country towards Kirkmichael. Turning west the route converges 
to a crossing of the main A9 trunk road about 12 km west of 
· Blair Athol. The line is unlikely to be visible from the 
main road ·except at the crossing, or from Blair Athol which it 
would pass some 4 to 5 km to the north. 
After crossing both A9 and railway, the route follows broken 
ground with little public vehicular access, to a point halfway 
along the north shore of Loch Rannoch. Here the road 
parallels that of an existing, 132 kV line from the nearby hydro 
station. The h.v. d.c. line would continue t~wards Rannoch 
Railway Station on the West Highland line, following the direction 
of the railway to a point south of Loch Treig. The section from 
Rannoch Station through to Spean Bridge is remote from public 
access, there being only -occasional footpaths near the line route. 
Turning north by Spean Bridge, the route crosses the River 
Lochy and the Caledonian Cana l close to Gairlochy before passing 
between the two lochs by Lochy and Arkaig and continuing along -
its northern shore for some 12 km. The shoreline and adjacent 
foothills are tree covered for most of the way and with the 
l ine set some distance back from the r oad, it would only be 
visible at the few points where tree cover thins out. 
From Loch Arkai g , the line route t urns north, crossing into 
Glen Garry and passing c l ose t o Quoich dam. From this point 
~estwar<ls the NSHEB are .constructing a 132 kV steel tower line · 
be tween Quoich and Broadford in Skye; The new h.v. d . c. line 
would generally paral le l the recently built section of the 132 kV 
line via Loch Hourn to the proposed short sea crossing to the 
Island of Skye at Kylerhea. Through the more rugged sections, 
it might be necessary to arrange deviations of the 132 kV line 
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11. 7 .3 
to avoid crossing of the two . lines. TIH' t:i-tiss1ng of 
Ky I c> R I H~ a wu u l d be a 1 i t t l e li i s ta II c e to L Ii e sou t h o [ LI 1; 1 t 
recently constructed by the Board. 
On the Island of Skye there is less tree cover and it is 
consequently more difficult to Ecreen the line from a ll points 
of public access. Nevertheless, care has been taken in routing 
the 11.v. d.c. line so as to minimise the impact on the scenery: 
this by passing· through areas · remote from public access, here 
paying greater regard to amenity than the practical problems 
of line construction. A practical suggestion is that where 
towers are unavoidably visible from the principal roads used 
by tourists, they might be painted a neutral colour so as to 
blend more readily with their background. 
The h.v. d.c. line would reach its western termination at a 
small switching station and cable circuit terminal on a flat 
site in the lee of Hoe Point adjacent to Ramasaig and Lorgill 
Bays on the Duirinish coast. Tb~ area is very remote and it 
would be nece~sary to extend the single narrow access road to 
the site. 
Inverter Station 
Power received at+ 250 kV d.c. from the 2 GW wave energy system 
off the Outer Hebrides -would. be changed back to an alternating 
current . supply, probably at 275 kV, at a large inverter station 
to be located, as previously described, near Me thven. The 
general arrangement of the inverter station and its approximate 
dimensions are shown in fig. 11-9.· 
There would be two _separate 1000 MW inverter plants , one for 
each i ncoming d.c. ci r cu i t. In addition to the inverter 
equi pment, there would be transformers with winding connections 
appropr iate tQ 12 puls~ in~ersion . Also swi t chgear and 
protection for the outgoirig i75 kV feeder circuits which would 
distribute the wave ·energy into the Scottish national power 
system. 
I t i s proposed that the inverter should use thyristor valves, 
probably of the air insulated, air cooled type. Each pole of 
the inverter would include a 12-pulse bridge using 3 'quadrivalve ' / 







assemblies. Each valve might have a rating of 150 kV and 
2000 /\. 
The inverter· valve ·hall · would be of considerable size, being 
16 m wide x 18 m high x 200 m long. It . would contain four 
12-pulse poles each pole having three quad rivalves mounted 
vertically. The arrangement proposed would be similar to 
that already ~eirig used. successfully on the Skagen:ak h.v. 
d.c ~ inter-connection .in Scandinavia. 
• • •,! ~ 
. ' 
Control Sys t·em 
. 
The philosophy b~hind the de•ign of a con trol system for a 
'. 
l~rge 2000 MW wave power system . including collection and long 
distance transmission o·f the output would be based on the 
following principles -
1. Each design should be self protecting and self .controlling 
· and only subject to overriding sign~ls to start up or 
shut down. 
2; It is axiomatic that control should be· exercised so as 
to maiimise the energy productivi t y of the devices • 
3. The generators to have rapid response excitation in the 
. interests of stable system oper~tion and fault current 
. . 
1 imi cation. 
4. Tbe bipolar inverter should operate so as to min1m1se 
the out-of-balance current in the mid-point conductor. 
5. The Scottish mainland system shall be regarded as fully 
receptive to all wave energy input~ 
' 6. The plant associated with the wave energy system being so 
extensive should be automatically monitored by a 
comprehensive data acquisitio~ system. 
The generator/rectifier loop .operates on the principle of steady 
current circulation but variable generator voltage, Excitation 
voltage thus reflects mechanical power input to the generator 
shaft if the speed is kept sensibly constant. The actual 
current taken by each machi~e would be determined by the 
requirements of the particular pole of the d.c. transmission 
system beini commensurate with the total transmitted load. 
Control of the inverter would be such that for any given direct 






the net power input to the associated group of devices. The 
inverter pole voltage could be set to any value by means of 
tap-changers on the transformers and adjustment of the thyristor 
firing angle. The direct current would then be determined by 
the difference between rectifier and inverter voltages and 
the circuit resistance. A complete control loop would be 
established with inverter voltage as a controllable variable. To run 
the transmission system at maximum efficiency it would be 
essen~ial to keep the system voltage close to the rated+ 250 kV. 
It is a practical circumstance that the net power outputs of the 
groups connected to positive and negative poles of the rectifier 
will not be identical as a result of local variations in the mean 
sea state and possible outages of devices. I t would be necessary 
to balance the current in each pole in order to eliminate mid-
point return current - particularly if there were any likelihood 
~f this being transmitted as an earth return current. This 
automatic current b~lancing feature of the inverter could be 
achieved by making one pole the 'master~ ~oltage and the other 
a 'f(;)llower' voltage, automatically adjusted to. equate the two 
currents. 
In the event of a fault on one pole of a circuit, e.g. on one 
line conductor, the control system should first limit the 
overcurrent to about 1.2 p.u. and then trip the generators 
associated with that pole. The other pole would continue to 
operate at rated po~er using the mid-point r~turn conductor. In 
the example quoted the reduction would be from 1000. MW to 500 
MW. With a fault on one of the Little Minch submarine cable 
ci r cuits, however, the reduction, pending fault repair, would 
be from 500 MW to 250 ·Mw. 
Assuming tha t a central control station is established at tl i ,.· 
inverte r - or rece1v111g end of the syst'cm - it would be 
IH.•ccssnry to establish commun ications with the proposc<l 8 platforms 
(or their landwa rd equivalent in the case of the HRS devic e ) 
;m<l pn1hali I y al so the m;1in switching points. These could be 
implemented by power line carrier over the:._ 250 kV d. c. 
tr ;111 smis's io'n line circuits, and by suitable means over the d.c. 
fiubmarine cables. Radio communication in the u.h.f. band would/ 
11.8.7 
also be. 11ecessary as back-up. Pata transmission together with co<led operational instructions .an<l v.f.. telephony would be required~ The control link between platform ·and devices would normally use device specific telec·omm\.inicat ion circuits- included within the · flexib·le submarine cables. These links could be of the · eoaxial or fibre - optic types. Again., there would be back-up ·radio links. betwee.n platform and , device. It is ' foreseeable that sophi s t i cated control instructions .and data- acquisition might be handied by microproc.essors~ 
The .long term viahi li ty of a large- wave· energy system r~iying_ on re.la.t.iv.ely inaccessibi · seaward devic.es must depend on extensive· condition monitoring,: data acquisition 'and programmed maintenance· wo r k. ' It would therefore be advisable to include means for the remote monitoring of the equipment on the devices, of tha-t on the converter platforms and of the main transmission . sys tern through to the inyerter· s·tation at the wave · energy delivery point. · . 
JI/ I ~ 
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OIAPTER 12 - RELIABILITY 
12.1 INTRODUCTION 
Any wave power system will consist of large numbers of components 
linked together and interacting with each other. These components will be 
subject to failures and the purpose of reliability studies is to examine the 
-effect on the total system of such individual breakdowns. In this way it is 
possible to identify those areas which are most crucial to the operation of 
the system and to measure the effect of improving component reliability in 
terms of increased overall power output. In the future these studies will 
also provide basic data for estimating maintenance costs and for optimising 
the maintenance strategy. 
The optimal amount of reliability built into the various 
components is of course an economic question. The marginal cost of added 
reliability should be equal to the marginal benefit. At this stage, however, 
the avai l able data is insufficiently precise fo r making such economic judge-
ments and the studi·es have been restricted to assessing the probability 
distributions of power delivered to the Grid under various reliability 
assumptions and transmission configurations. 
The crudeness of the data is .due in part to the novelty of some 
of the te-chnology used and in part to the unusual environment in which 
·conventional equipment will be expected to operate. Many of the components 
are obviously not yet clearly specified or designed. --
The method of analysis has been kept as simple as possible. 
It involves predicting the avail~bility associated with individual 
components, and combining these to model the output of the system -under the 
various combinations of fa i l ures that can occur. The model allows for the 
fact t hat in t he winter months repairs will not be carried out on submarine 
cables or on equipment installed in devices, due to adverse weather 
conditions. It also allows for different levels of power being generated. 
-Obviously, an outage in the transmission system will be most serious when 
it is under full · load. 
The calculations have been based on a notional wave power 
generation scheme of the floating type (e.g. WPL, NEL, etc.) with individual 
generators of 2.5 MW each, connected by flexible A.C. cables to platform 
structures containing diode rectifier equipment. The total rating of the 
.comple1:e s cheme i s taken as 2 GW. 
No attemp t has yet been made t o compare the relative 
reli ab i lities of t he various proposed devices, as detailed i nformation on 
- t he design of each n as n ot been available. This· very important aspect of 
t:he studies will procee d as more firm designs are obtained for t he 
different devi ces o 
';. ....... ,r·· .. . , . , .. :., l -
12.2 AN OUTLINE OF THE NOTIONAL SCHEME FROM THE RELIABILITY VIEWPOINT 
From the prime ·mover ·on the device to the diode rectifier on the 
platform t here are a munber ·of components all connected ,in series. These 
include t he t urbine , ,generator, transformers, auxiliaries, 22 kv flexible 
cable and various items of switchgear. If any of these are out of action 
the device cannot transmit power. Repairs . cannot be carried out on this 
equipment -during the winter season with the exception of one of the 
transformers and the diodes which are situated on the platform. In the case 
of a failure of an individual device a loss in capacity of 2.5 MW occurs. 
A failure does not affect other devices. 
12/1 
:-
From the platform to Uist, the effects ot" installing·:-; edu~dant 
transmission circuits have been inves-tigated. The alternatives are 
submarine cab l es connecting t he platform to Uist d.irect.ly and inter-
connec.ting adjacent platforms. They a r e rated at l,OOOA and 500A 
respectively. Thus, if a '· direct route·· cable f ails, power can be t r ans-
mitted via another platform as long as the link cable and that platform t s 
direct cable are in operation. The·· t:errain in this area i_s rocky and it 
seems unlikely t hat t hese · cables wi ll be able 'to be buried. - . . . - ' .. 
Fr om Uis t . to Skye the sea bed i s ~uch that burying cables may _ 
be a more l i ke.iy proposi t ion. There ar e f our sets of two-pole and 
neutral . cabies each ·with a rating of 500 MW and when· one cabl e o f a set 
fa ils the capacity of the ·t ransmi ssi on system i s .asstuned t o, b e reduced 
by 500 MW . .These studies have examined t he improved re liab i lity t hat 
will be brought about by b urying ·cables or by laying a thi rd set on each 
route of .this crossing·. ' · 
The overb~ad line s.e.ction _ from Skye to Perth cons ists of a 
double circuit b;i.polar D.C. line with neutral conduc,tqrs. If the positive 
or negative :conductor of one. circuit fails, t he .capacity of that circuit 
is reduced to 500 MW, · with conduction continuing through the healthy pole 
and neutral. · 
Finally,· the~e are two independent bipolar_ inverter stations . 
each rated a t 1,000 MW, and the loss of a single pole reduces the 
potential output by one quarter .• 
12 .• 3 · METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The basis of the model is that each · component ' i n the · system 
always resides in either J>f the two states, operative and. failed. The 
system outcome ( that is ·, t he power de livered at Perth) depends· on t he 
input power and upon the state of each of the components. ' 
The rate of entry i ,nto t he failed artd operative state is 
termed the fa ilure r ate (J\) and the r epair rate (j..1) 1 . respectively • 
defining q-probabi 1i ty of component being in service (operative) 
p-probability of component being out of service (failed). · 
under steady state conditions: 
,ll . >,, 
q = ~ P ~ p+A 
Over a sufficiently long;_ period of time, the probability of a 
component being in service approaches the expected proportion of time for 
which it will be in service. This is termed the availability of the 
component. 
Over the whole system there are a very large number of 
combinations of component states. They can be reduced considerably, 
however, by taking into account the symmetry of the layout. For example, 
there are eight hundred .identical devices, two identical overhead line 
circuits, etc. For this reason · the calculation process moves through the 
system, computing the load probabi'lity distribution at various points, 
until the final ·load point, where the system enters the grid, is reached. 
A computer program was written to calculate the probability 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF NOTIONAL 2GW SYSTEM 
(. 
a) the output of a single device. 
b) the output of one hundred devices connected to a platform. 
c) the output of four hundred devices at one S.Uist switching 
station. 
d) the ,output of eight hundred devices- at Skye switching station. 
e) the output of eight hundred devices at Pe,rth inverter station. 
The input of the program consists of the probabilities (q) for 
each type of component in the system. For some· components this 
probability varies throughout the year due to the inability to carry out 
repairs during adverse weather conditions. In particular this is true 
for components on board devices and for submarine cables. 
For these components it is assumed that each year can be 
divided into two basic segm~nts, a four month adverse weather period and 
an eight month 'summer' period. In the form.er no. repairs can be carrie·d 
out on devices and cables while in the latter the repair operation may. 
commence as soon as a failure occurs. The time dependent probability 
equations can be derived for each month of the year. 
In all calculations we have ignored planned outages due to 
routine maintenance. The reason for this is that they will be carried out 
during periods of low power output when the transmission system will have 
considerable spare capacity. Our assumption, therefore, is that such 
operations will not affect the capacity of the system to any significant 
extent. The r outine maintenance of on-board equipment may have more 
effect but will presumably be progranmed so that a fairly constant low 
proportion of devices are out of service at any one time. 
12.4 DATA COLLECTION 
Suitable data has had to be collected for components operating 
in different environments. These include components working on the 
devices themselves and off-sho'l'e platform installations, LVAC .and HVDC 
submarine cables, and conventional HVDC overhead transmission lines · 
ashore. 
Data for each component is usually given in the form · of an 
average failure rate and an average repair time. These have then been 
used to obtain an expression for availability (Q) or unavailability (P) 
as described in the previous section. 
Valuable information and advice have been obtained from the 
following authorities:-
a) Wave Energy Technical Advisory Groups. 
b) North of Scotland Hydro-Electric. Board. 
c) Reliability Engineering Group, C.E.G.B. Barnwood. 
d) Department of Fleet Maintenance, Ministry of Defence, 
Foxhi 11, Bath. 
Using this information as a basis and exercising reasonable 
engineering judgement, a list of data was prepared. This data is 
summarised in Table 12.1. 
For all equipment on devices it is assumed that there is a 
4 month period of adverse weather conditions during which repair is 
impossible on component outages. The basic data used is for those 
conditions when repairs can be carried out immediately, with the 
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Repair time for items on devi ce consists mainly of waiting time , 
assuming t hat l imited resources are available. 
Table 12.1 
Faults in submarine cables include armour, sheath and joint 
failures due to corrosion and ship's anchor damages, insulation failures 
due to lightning and switching surges, overloading, etc~ According to 
the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board' s experience, the majority of 
the failures are caused by corrosion and anchor damages rather than by 
electrical causes u A.C. flexible cables will, in addition, be susceptible 
to wearing and abrasion due to the frequent movements of cables. and joints. There is also a distinction between burie·d and unburied types of · submarine 
cables. The mean failure rates of cables in the former case are much 
lower than the latter case . The mean repair time of the latter is, 
however, shorter because of the ease of recovering tIDburied cables for 
repa1.r purposes. As with tha devices, cab.les have a restricted repair 
period . 
The data r ef erring to platforms assumes that r ectiformer units 
can be rapidly replaced with spare units by a mobile repair team. 
Operation experience of HVDC installations indicate that HVDC 
and HVAC transmission lines are subject to the same order of failures. 
Most failures are caused by insulator pollution and adverse weather 
effects. The data given is based on information from the North of 
Scotland Hydro-Electric Board (mainly on HVAC systems) and from CIGRE 
Publicatio~s. This data is for sustained line outages as active failures 
invoiving switching actions are not considered. · 
Finally, at the invertor station modern thyristor valves are 
expected to be much more reliable than mercury arc valves. As there is 
yet 1i ttle performance data available on thyristor v-alve convertors, data for the mean failure rate and repair time have been extrapolated from 
available performance data on existing converter stations of both types. 
Refinement of data is still necessary, especially as design 
stages are developed further" There are a: number of possible sources 
still to be consulted, includ~ng the U.K. System Reliability Service o 
.In addition, some .of the sources already mentioned are still in the 
process of collec'ting suitable data for our purposes. 
12o5 RESULTS 
A number of computer runs have been carried o.ut to investigate 
the reliability of the sys tern under different loads and with various 
configurations of components. As already explained the performance of 
the system varies throughout the year. Our results refer to the best and worst cases, that is, the. times just before, and at the end of., the four 
month no-repair period. It must be emphasised that this worst case 
only applies to a very short period of th~ year, and is therefore not 
the average winter condition. 
The base configuration is that in which the least provision 
has been made on the submarine cable runs. It assumes that they are not 
buried in trenches and also that no standby cables have been laid. This 
leads to~ large reduction in output and alternative ways of reducing 
this have then been examined. 
To illustrate the seasonal variation in the availability of 
components, Figure 12.2 shows the probability of a single device being 
out of service at various times throughout the year. When a large 
number of devices are considered together, this is equivalent to the 
average proportion of those devices that will be out of service at any 
12/? 
given time, and hence the average proportion of power that will be lost 
in this part of the total system. It can be seen that the probability 
ranges from 1% to 15%. 
Figure 12.3 shows the complete probability distribution of 
power output in the two cases before and at the end of the no-repair 
period. They assume that 2,000 MW would be output if there were no 
components out of service. These distributions refer to the base case 
and their shape is dominated by failures in the submarine cables o 
Figure 12.4 shows the average proportion of power lost due to 
breakdowns in the various sections of the system. These are again for the 
base case and are for different levels of potential output . At the end 
of the no-repair period the losses occur mainly in the devices themselves 
(15% of the potential output), and in the two submarine cable runs (12% 
and 16% respectively). When repairs can be effected innnediately the 
devices become much more reliable and most of the losses are due to 
subma·rine cable faults. In both cases it can be seen that the HVDC over-
head lines caused very small losses. Altogether, an average of 49% of the 
potential power is lost at the end of the no-repair period and 17% at the 
start of this period. 
In an attempt to improve the situation in the submarine cable 
runs, a number of ways were investigated of increasing the reliability of 
the two sections. Table 12.2 indicates -Ihe results obtainedo 
Installing additional cables between pairs of platforms to 
provide alternative routes between them and S. Uist makes a small 
reduction in the size of the losses. When in conjunction with this 
measure, additional standby cables are installed between S.Uist and Skye 
or the original cables are buried, the reduction in losses is more marked. 
Of these two ways of increasing reliability on the s. Uist to Skye run, 
burying the cables appears to be marginally the best though it wi 11 
probably be the more expensive of the two options. 
12.6 CONCLUSIONS 
The data that we have used in this study is naturally 
approximate. However, a number of important points emerge from the 
analyses t hat we have carried out. 
Firstly, the effect of the assumed four month period in which 
no repairs can be carr ied out is cons i derable. The aver age proportion of 
power that is lost due to component failure is about 17% at the start of 
'this period and rises to 49% by the end. These figures , however, refer 
. to the base cas e and when s tandby cables are ins t alled on both submar i ne 
· cable r uns t he equivalent f i gures are 7% and 32%. These figur es are still 
on the high side as they refer to times when the sys tern is rmder full 
load, i.e. when 2,000 MW would be delivered .to Perth 'if all the components 
in the system were functioning correctly. When under half load the 
average proportion lost would be 5% and 26%. Much of these losses can be 
attributed to c.omp9nents on the devices themselves. If some repairs can 
be made to t hese dur ing brief intervals of calm wea ther dur ing our 
assumed no-repair period, this would increase the power output. 
It is important to note that our analysis is based on a 
notional scheme with floating devices generating power which is transmitted 
to platforms and thence to the shore. Thus it does not cover the HRS 
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be more accessible for repair in the winter months" In addition, the 
equipment on this device will operate in a fixed environment and there 
will be no need .for flexible A.C. cables. 
Our analysis does not effectively cover the SEA device 
either as the design of the ducks is such that replacing components even 
during the summer months, may not be possible. This leads to a rather 
different design philosophy with added redundancy or highly reliable 
equipment, which on failure, will not be replaced until the whole string 
is towed away for maintenanceo 
12.7 FURTHER WORK 
Systems analysis and particularly reliability studies, will 
play an important role as the design p-rocess continues. In this respect 
Device Teams may consider using the sort of methods outlined in this 
-report. Such calculations need not entail modelling the whole system but 
can be used to compare different types and configurations of equipment 
installed upon devices. There will possibly be scope for optimisation 
techniques to establish the most economic system and thus to set reasonable 
standards for manufacturers and designers of equipment. 
The chief limitation of the work described here is that the 
analysis is a static one considering only the availability of components 
in ·the steady state situation. The next step is to consider the system 
dynamically. This would enable the assessment of the duration and 
frequency of various types of outage which· in tum would indicate the sort 
of maintenance effort that wi 11 be necessary and also the way in which a 
wave system would be incorporated into the national electricity grido 
Apart from refining the models, the quality of the data needs 
to be improved. This will be an ongoing activity, reflecting changes in 
equipment as well as new operating experience gained in other offshore 
. areas and HVDC transmission systems. 
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CHAPTER 13 - ANNUAL PRODUCTIVITI OF WAVE .POWER DEVICES 
1301 I.NTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In this Chapter the Consultants' assessment of the productivity 
of each Device is given. As far as possible this is intended to represent 
the total energy produced in a typical year from a long string of devices 
of the form of the 1978 Reference Designs. A location off the West coast 
-0f the Outer Hebrides is assumed in water 50 m or deeper, or as appropriate 
for bottom sitting devices. The line of the devices is assumed to run 
approximately North-South. 
In the final section 13.5 the variation of productivity with 
size and its bearing on cost effectiveness is discussed. 
The main factors affecting productivity are as follows:-
a) Wave climate - power in the sea and its distribution with 
respect to wave period and wave height. 
b) Direction from which the wave power comes. 
c) Efficiency of the device in capturing wave power, in various 
sea states, coming from various directions. 
d) Efficiency and maximum capacity of the power chain which 
converts and transmits the energy captured. 
e) Reliability of devices and plant: 
Previously no assessment has been made taking all of these 
factors into account, partly b,ecause of the lack of basic information on 
each subject. However the Consultants believe that in spite of the 
incompl~teness of some of this information, some reasonably well~founded 
statements can now be made concerning the productivity of most of the 
devices. A two stage approach has been adopted using computer analysesa 
Firstly detailed calculations were made of the annual output of the 
Reference Designs operating in the Reference Climate on the basis that the 
wave direction was perpendicular to the line of the devices. These 
computations were based on the best currently available laboratory data 
and estimated characteristics of each link of the power chain. The device 
response and plant mean power levels were considered for -each sea state 
and the results accwnula ted over a one year period. In the second stage 
of the analysis, further factors were introduced to take account of other 
effects (such as directionality) which modified and refined the results 
from the f i rst analys is . At the same time, es timated bounds were 
intr-0duced for all the parameters and the factors were combined using a 
simple probabalisti c model • . The r esults are given in Table 13.1 • 
. _ ..... .: ' -
13.2,, · · WAVE CLIMATE DATA 
BASIC DATA 
Early U.K. wave power studies generally referred to mid-
Atlantic Station India.data. TAG 2 recognised that this-data was recorded too 
far from the U.K. coast to be reliable for predictive purposes, and a 
wave recording buoy was commissioned and installed off South Uist in 40 m 
of water 15 km offshore (see Drawing WP78/0WC/2). Data collection 
commenced in November 1976. So far two years data have been analysed by 
the Institute of Oceanographical SciencesG However, wind records show 
I 
I 
that both years were untypically mild. A.weighted sample of the· 
records was therefore . prepared. by !OS from· the· first year's data, this 
being referred to as the 76-77 South Uist Selected Spectra. (re.ference .. 
!OS Report Nou 1) ·. Shortly before· writing this report~ the s econd year's 
data also became available and another set of s pectra was selecte d from 
the full set by Mollison using a different me thod o The various annual 
average power levels, measured and predicted,. are compared below. 
Data. from 
Nov •. ' 76 - Oct.' 77 
Nov.'7T~ Oct~'78 
Novo ' 76 - Oct.' 7T 
Novo'76 - Octo 1 78 
Annual:Av. Power Level 
31 kW/m 
40 kW/m· 
· 42: kW/m 
38 kW/m 
Source · 
ros· data from b uoy 
IOS .data from buoy 
Selected set.- · I.OS. 
Sel ected set - Mollison 
/ "-... . 
/ ''""-· *plus perhaps 4 kW/m to correct for most severe storms 
[:• ,, 
/ ./;2;\};~, "It can be seen that the two corrected results are very close 
,,..., ? .... ~·::..· 
I _..;V ~cf~ · • hoped that the average power for the site is fairly reliably 
/ ..,t(.,. .. /.~ tab 1 ·Jhed. The most likely errors are. the prediction for the power in 
.,/ '··:,/ft.he t severe storms. These would tend to. make extrapolations from 
;1t i:r-"?:.'"':-1.;~it or mild years slight underestimates of the true value, but in all 
.f \, :.·.'::;;?~. s above a.ce~tain level.devices pr?d?ce p?wer at maximum c~pacity • 
. ,t".?:-, · <:, refore predictions of device productivity will change very ·little due 
ii,,:1;c.._;-.? .. ,,1.·~t o these errors. 
I ,C> . . ,: ,io;~ 
:::}.:~~ -~~:JJ ~ 
f~ .. .... .. 
It should be emphasised therefore that the Uist climate 
-- appears to be very much less severe· than Station India - about 42 kW/m 
annual average compared with about 75-80 kW/rn. 
The most important question remaining··seerns to be how. site 
specific the South Uist data is, and whether the climate in adjacent 
waters of 60-100 m depth (for the floating devices) is significantly more, 
favourable. The site of the buoy may be untypical of the deeper water 
sites for the floating devices for the following reasons: 
a) Energy losses due to bed friction. 
b) Shelter from the North by the Monach Islands. 
c) Refraction in the shallower water will affect wave direction 
for the longer period waves. 
However, even at the shallow depth there will not be a significant loss 
of energy due to depth-induced wave breaking. 
Concerning a), data on the rate of loss · of wave energy due to 
bed friction in shelving waters in the context of the previous exercise 
is not available. It is conunonly disregarded in engineering design for 
transitional water depths. 
The second and third points, b) and c) are discussed in 1304. 
The Reference Climate scatter diagram, based on the !OS 76-77 
? 
spectra is given in Figure 13.1. selected 
I 13.2.2 WAVE DIRECTIONS 
No directional wave data has been collected ~ the west coast 
of Scotland. Ideally for each sea state the mean dire~!n of the local 
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information on the directional spread of each component. ]n practice 
very few records have been analysed in such detail anywhere in the world. 
In engineering design, wave direction is conmonly associ a ted with wind 
direction and directional spread is ignore d. Eor the South Uis t site, 
with negligible fetch to the east , these assump t ions are very questionab leo 
The only rational information currently available is that 
produced by the large scale computer model of the North Atlantic prepared 
by the Meteorological Office using finite diffe r ence methods. This mode l 
simul ates t he generation and r adiati on of wave fields t hr ough time an d 
space using daily wind records and a very s i mp l i f ied coast line modelo 
This work is still in the experimental stage and the abs olut.e values of 
particular sea s tates are not accurate. However,. the.re is r eason to hope 
that the long term aver age of t he di stri bution of power from various 
directions should be reasonably repres entative. The model differenti ates 
between swell and wind sea components , bu t he distinction may not be 
identical to that which would be used in descr ibing a monitored sea state. 
Mollison (reference WESC/78 ) has calculated the power distribution 
from the results of the MoO. program for the four months November 1977 to 
February 1978. These are plotted in Figure 13.2, firstly taking the 
results as they stand, and secondly assuming that each component will, 1n 
fact, have been associated with a directional spreading fun ction. The 
results are seen not to b·e relatively insensitive to the form of the 
spreading function used. 
The incorporation of this dire ctional information into the 
productivity assessment is described i n 13.4 • . Due to the siting of the 
So_ Uist buoy, it has been assumed that the majority of the 6 to 8% of 
power coming from the north did not reach the buoy. 
13.3 
13.3.1 
DETAILED CALCULATIONS FOR THE REFERENCE DESIGN OPERATING 
IN THE REFERENCE CLIMATE - FIRST STA.GE ANALYSIS 
GENERAL 
The procedures used are best described by the simplified flow-
chart, Figure 13.4, which is the basis of a computer program written to 
make the best use of the data available. The type and extent of the data 
varied considerably between Device Teams. It was necessar y to use several 
computational procedures, particularly in constructing the full set of 
sea effici encies required to cover the Reference Climate scatter diagram 
(see 13.3.2) 
Because of the absence of data in several are.as, full use 
cannot yet be made of the facilities built into the program as described 
in the flow-chart. A single scatter diagram of fractional occurrences was 
used to describe the wave climate. It is not yet possible to differentiate 
between seasons, compass directions and spectra types, although sensitivity 
studies have been made in these areas ~ One important result established 
by Mollison (reference WESC/78/ ) is that for a given set of 
numerical spectra, the annual productivity predicted using Pierson-
Moskowitz spectra .with the correct values of H~ (defined here as 4x drms) 
and Te, is nearly identical to that obtained from the original spectra. 
The Consultants have therefore used this procedure in their assessment. 
The lack of data regarding the ability of long strings of 
devices to accept energy from various directions was a further reason for 
not including directional sea data in the first stage of the analysis (see 
also 13 0 4. 2). 
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Only very simple models of the power chain characteristics. were used on most devices·o 
The input device data is summarised for each device in Figures 13.5 (a) to (f ) t ogether with the results.· 
CALCULATION OF SEA EFFICIENCIES 







From monochromatic efficiency data (linear devices) -Random sea ·efficiencies for linear devices can be calcul ated by numerical i ntegration - (reference ). The sea efficiency is then independent of wave height. No device is truly linear, but some are nearly so within the most 
significant areas of the wave c limate scatter di agram. 
From monochromatic efficiency data (non linear devices) In the absence of alternative data, the sea efficiencies can be estimated from families of curves of monochromatic 
efficiencies qgains t period for various wave heights by using the above procedure and the curve for H = Hs/ ..fi. 
From sea efficiency data - Obviously this is the most satisfactory data and is directly applicable provided an appropriate wave spectra type was used during testing. 
Special cases - non resonant . devi.ces. Particularly for non-resonant devices, e.g. the French Flexible Bag and Russell Rectifier, efficiency data is not primarily a function of wave period. If random. _tests are riot available only app·rorimate estimates of sea efficiency can be made. The particular procedures used for the Russell Rectifier are described in Figure 13. 6. 
SECOND STAGE OF ANALYSIS - INTRODUCTION OF ADDITIONAL 
INFLUENCES AND PROBABILITY ANALYSIS 
SUMMARY 
This section describes the modifications made to the first stage analysis to account for a number of additional effects. The modifications derive from three factors fs, fd, and fr, which are now defined. 
Overall it is clear that there is a considerable degree of uncertainty in the data used in predicting productivity. Hence the results must be qualified with estimates of their reliability. 
To a reasonable approximation the productivity of a device can be represen ted by the following product of uncorrelated factors. 
where 
p = S(s.u.) X fs x~d X fd X tz.P X fr 
P = Device annual productivity in kW/m. 
S(s ou.) = Average annual power at the South Uist wave buoy 
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TURBO - GDIERATOR 
CC>LLECT ANO TRANSM IT TO PERTH 
OUTPUT 
42 . 3 
16 •1i 
9 · 0 
7 . 9 
6,3 
5 · 0 
s .. u. 
HIGH ESTIMATE 4&.0 
MOST PROBABlf .'-2 .3 
LOW ESTIMATE 39 . 0 
ANNUAL MEAtl POWER 
. DELIVERED TO PERTH 
f, 
1 . 4 ,., 
1 .o 
UPPER 80UND 9S'/• CONFI DENCE 
*-MEAN-It 
LOWER BOUNO !S'I. CONFIDENCE 
"/d f d 
· 44 · 75. 
· 39 · 6S 
· 35 ·5 0 
PER M WORKING 
FA CE Of" DEVICE 
5 · 8 kW/m 
II- 3 · 7 kW/m -11 
2 · 4 kW/m. 
OSCILLATING WATER COLUMN 
PRODUCT! VITY OF REFERENCE DESIGN 
DATA AND RESULTS 
"1P fr 
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· 25 . 80 
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INSTALLATION 
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0 50 100% 0 
SOkWAn) 
Cut-off on =- 43 kW/ Output m 
ANNUAL AVERAGE OUT PUTS AT AL L LINKS IN kWlm 
BEFOliE CORR ECTI ON 
LINK OUTPUT 
AV~ I LJ. DLE PO WER 4 2. J 
CAPT URED PO WER 21 · 3 
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1 · 4 ,., 
1·0 
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"ld fd 
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.5 -65 
·3 ·45 
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FACE OF DEVICE 
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*-6 · 4 kW/m -* 
4 · 0 kW/m 
COCKERELL RAFTS 
PRODUCT! VITY OF REFERENCE DESIGN 






· 60 .q7. 
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· 35 ·00 
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23 GW 
FIGURE 13 · 5b 
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0 05 1-0 1-5 POWER IN 
No. 1 UNIT : RATED HEAD = 2m; RATED POWER = 10kW/m 
No. 2 UNIT : RATED HEAD = 3m , RATED POWER = 25kW/m 
Nos.1 &2 UNITS : RATED HEAD =3m; RATED POWER = 35kW/m 
AN NUA L kW/ m 
0 
.1-HNUAL •V ERAGc OUT PUTS '-T ALL LINKS IN kW/ m 
BEFORE CORRE CT ION 
SITE FilCT OR 
LINK OU TPUT 
AV.t. l LAB LE POWER 42 . 3 
I CAP-TURED POWER 13 · 9 
IT URBINE (SI i GENERATOR 6 · 30 
COLLECT & Tf<l.,.SMTT TO PERTH 4 ·21 
. 
l NOTE - THESE LlllKS WERE CONSID.ERED SIMULTANEOUSLY 
·1N ll::Lt\'!:RY OUTPUT FROM THE TURBINE. HERE 
CAPTU!lEO l'OWER IS TH E OUT-PUT ASSUM ING 100¼ 
EFFlCIENT TURBINE. 
WAVE POWER 
s .. u. 
HIGH ESTIMATE 46.0 
MOST PROBABLE 42 .J 
LOW ESTIMATE 39 .0 
ANNUAL MEAN POWER 
DELIVERED TO -PERTH 
t s 
1· 05 
0 · 9 
0 ·65 
U.PPER BOUN D 95•/. CONFIDENCE 
it- MEAN --II-
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1 - 2 kW/m 
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Input I 
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Cut-off on= 5 8 kW/rn Output 
ANNUAL AV ERAGE OUTPUTS AT ALL LINKS IN kW/m 
BEFORE CORRECTI ON 
ANNUAL kW/m 
WAVE POWER 
SITE F .. CTOII 
LI NK 
AVAI LABLE POWER 
CA PT URED POWER. 
GEA RS PU MPS ANO HYOGAU LIC S 
TURBO - GENERATOR 
CO LLECT ANO TR ANSMIT TO PERTH 
_J 
OUTPUT 
42 . J 
23 · 0 
16 ·9 
13 · 4 
10 5 
s,.u. 
HI GH ESTIMATE 48.0 
MOST PROi!.l<BIE 1,2.3 
LOW EST I MATE 39 ,0 
ANNUAL MEAN POWER 
DELIVERED TO PeRTH 
f 5 
1 · 4 
1· 1 
1 0 
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SALTER DUCKS 
PRODUCTIVITY OF REFERENC 
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HODEL RESULTS . 
(Monochromatic). 




~o r ,o ~ '-, 
~ 
40 60 80 
I ~ 
190 m. 
100 WAVE HEIGHT (mm J. 
Notes . 1. Results were factored to compensate for 4 bags which did not work . 
ri 
2 Assume that power from random sea (Hs, Te J = power in monochromatic wave ( H =Hs//2 , T = Te J. 
3. Power captured was found to be independent of T for 1-2 ~T ~ 2·1. Outside range efficiency tai led off. 
4. Power levels in kW /m below are (power per cfevice) / 190 m. 
POWER CHAIN 
Valves + Pucts - Air Turbines . 
'2 (%) 
0 50 100% 
47·4kW/m _) 
Cut off on output = 38 kW /m. 
AMNU/. l AVERAGE OU TPUTS AT Al l ltNK~ IN kW/ m 
BEFORE CORREC TION 
LI NK OUTPUT 
. AV/.ILABLE POWER 42. 3 
CAPTURfO POWER 12 · 9 
VALVES , DUCTS .& AIR TURBINES. 7 . 4 
GENERATOR . 6 · 7 








0 50 100% 
38kW/m_) 
,0.NNUAL kW/ n; 
WAVE POWER 
s .. u. 
HIGH ESTIMATE '8.0 
MOST PR0BA8l£ 42 .3 
LOW ESTIMATE 39 .0 
ANNUAL MEAN POWE R 
DELIVER(D TO PE~TH 
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Power Input . o-f----r-- I ·--
0 50 100 % 
36kW/m _) 
DEV ICE POWER 
CAPTURE 
IOIRECl lONALIT V 
CHAIN 
RELIABILITY 
"Id td '''IP fr 
0•40 0·85 0 ·65 0 ·92 
0 ·30 0· 65 0 · 40 0·82 
Q,10 0· 55 0 ·30 0·70 
PER M G~OSS LENGTH PER 2r.w RATED 
OF DEVICE . INSHLLAllON 
4 ·9 kW/ m 0 ·29 GW 
*- 3· 1 kW/m -it it- 0 ·18GW -* 
1·5 kW/m 0·09 GW 
FRENCH FLEXIBLE BAG 
PRODUCTIVITY OF REFERENCE DESIGN 
DATA AND RESULTS 




MONOCHROMATIC EFFICIENCY (0 · 6m) 
20 
0 
1·0 1 2 
H = 1 cm 
H = 2 cm · 
H = 3cm 
H?. 7cm H = 5cm 
1-l. 1 · 6 T (sec) 30m 
POWER CHAIN 







0 ~!--'-------- 0 --4'----~--~--
0 50 100% 0 50 · 100% 
12 kW/m) 9 kW/m) 
Cut- off on output = 9 kW/m 
POWER 
INPUT 
ANNUAL AVE RAGE OUT PUTS AT All LINKS IN kW/m ANNUAL kW/m DEVICE 
lo1RECTIONA UT Y BEFORE · CORRECT ION 
LI NK 
AV~ I LA BLE POW ER 
CAPT URED POWER 
TUR BINE GEtlER >TOR 
COLL EC T & TA ANSMI T 10 PERTH 
OUT PUT 
4 2 . 3 
5 9 
3 · 7 
3 · O 
WAVE POWER 
s,.u. 
HIGH ES TIMATE 48.0 
MOS T PROaABLE 4 2.3 
LOW ES TI MA TE 39 .0 
ANNUAL MEAN POWER 




1 · 1 
1 ·O 
UPPER BOUND 9 5•/. CONFIDENCE 
* - MEAN - * 
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CAPTURE 
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·30 · 80 
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· 10 · SS 
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3 · 5 k'Mm 
*- 2 · , kWlm-M 
1 . 2 kW/m 
WELLS OSCILLATOR 
PRODUCT! VITY OF REFERENCE DESIGN 






· 51 ·87 
· 40 · 80 
PER 2GW RATED 
I NSTALLATION 
· 4 2 GW 
*- · 2 6 GW-* 
. 1 4 GW 
FIGURE 13· 5f 
For sea state Hs .Te 
Note Cutoff characterist ic dimension = Height of device above mean sea level 
Procedure. Replace random sea with wove height distr ibution for constant Te 
Probabil ity of wove height < H: ~~;~;\i~H?nct1on(H. Hs) 
Note Device performance 1s insens1t 111e to wove period, hence 1t is 
reasonable to calculate Just one "effect ,ve" per iod. (See below far 
proof that .[ power ,n these waves= power avoiloble.l 
Procedure Apply cutoff to waves 
Max imum · wove height .= 2•He1ght of device above mean sea level 
For H= Hlorgest to Hsmallest 




) = 0 
Else Cutoff hos no effect 
Procedure Defme target turbine head for sea state 
Note It ,s assumed that the control system for the turbo-generator is set 
such as to min1m1se head fluctuations in a given sea state. The 
·target' heod,h , is chosen to optimise overall e!f1c1ency as follows : 
Target turbine head:= k•f-\; If turbine head< 2 .. k•height of device above 
mean sea level 
Else 2•k•he,ght of device above mean sea 
level 
Tests indicate k optimum t 0.8 
Procedure. Obtain flow through turbine from device cha·racterist1cs based 
on lest results 
Note This cur ve will be taken as independent of wove period (not on 
essentia l assumption but experimental data is too sparse to allow 
different iation). This also assumes response for each wave;; 
response in a train. This can be justified partly' by the assumpt ion 
of constant h which ideally makes the acceptance of a wove 
mdependent of previous waves. 
Procedure Obtain turbine /generator efficiency for known f low Q and 
known target turbine head 
Procedure: Calculate d evice efficiency before and after turbine by 
summation of power captured over oil waves 
For Hsmollesl to H1argest 
Power after fl_ow characteris t ics= Jg Q*Head 
Power after turbine="/ . ... Power after flow 
· turbine 
characteristics 
Device sea efficiency = 
L p(H )-l!- Power after flow choractenst ics 
Power available 
L p(H)~Power after turbine 
Device sea -efficiency after turbine= -Power a\/Oilable 
·Note: The above procedure is repeated for· all sea states in the wave 






RAYLEIGH DI STRI BUTION OF 
WAVE HEIGHTS BEFORE CUTOFF 
H 
RAYLEI GH DISTRIBUTION OF 
WAVE HEIGHTS AFTER CUTOFF 
Monochromatic 






PROOF THAT POWER IN A SEQUENCE OF WAVES DISTRIBUTED ACCORDlll\i 
TO THE RAYLEIGH DI STR1Bu110~ AND ALL WITH PERIOD To, EQU,<LS THE 
POWER IN THE ORIGINAL SEA STATE I fh h I 
POWER IN SEA STATE (Hs, Te) 
POWER IN SEQUENCE OF WAVES 
WITH PERIOD T 1 I CONSTANT I 
RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTION -
p. d . t . FOR WAVE HEIGHT 
}'V' 2 
--- H• To 64 II 
1'9_ p(MI . H1 T1 dH ·1-3211 . 
H ) a p I H I • .!..!!.. 
0
_ r (11 
H! t 
T1 • Te 
CALCULATION OF SEA EFFICIENCY FOR THE RUSSELL RECTIFIER 
fd = directionality correction factor 
(see 13. 4.2) 
'Y2 p = global power chain efficiency (see 13.3) 
fr= reliability factor to allow for 
losses due to breakdowns 0 
For each of t he above variables , ana'
 f or each devi ce t he mos t 
probable value and likely bounds (wi
th a notiona l 95% confidence level) 
have been estimated. Skew distributi
ons have been fitted to the data and
 
Monte Carlo methods used to predict 
the probability distribution of the 
final Devi ce Productivity . From this
, corresponding mean and bounding 
values have been calculated. The est
imated values an·d resul t s ar e 
summarised i n Figure 13.5 (a) t o ( f) . 
Fur ther description of t he 







see 13. 2. 
see 13.2. Sta tion India in Mid At lan
tic provi des an 
absolute upper bound to the wave clim
ate (::::::: 75 kW/m). 
However this will include signifi can
t energy f rom the east . 
Furthermore no major energy loss mec
hanisms has been 
identified for the S. Uis t buoy site 
relative to adjacent 
sites in 60-100 m of water, except fo
r the := 7% of shelter 
from the north (see 13~2). The high e
stimate is therefore · 
_most unlikely to exceed 1.30. The lo
w estimate must be 
greater than 1. 0. The most likely esti
mate i s 1.07 
(sheltering) x 1.10 (for energy loss). 
Derived from 13.3 
Detailed subjective assessment of hig
h and low values 
for each device depending on -
1. Type of data (monochromatic vs ran
dom etc.) 
2. Realism in modelling of Reference 
Design. 
3. Quality of data. 
4. Possibility for improvements in m
odel results without 
significant change to the Reference D
esign. · 
See 13. 4. 2 
As for t7_d 
Assessed from reliab i lity studies plu
s subjective judgement 
(see Chapter 12). 
DIRECTIONALITY FACTOR fd 
The der ivation of a suitable power ro
se is given in 13.2. 
The next s t ep to be consi dered is the
 ability of devices to capture power
 
f r om var i ous directions. Line devic
es, if isolated, can absorb energy 
from inclined waves and even from wa
ves travelling along the device in 
most cases. Isolated point absorber
s are clearly able to accept energy 
f rom any direction. However, if such
 devices are placed in a long array 
the energy available to them from ce
rtain directions is much more 
restricted. This is limited in a ve
ry long string to the energy flux, 
equal to the power in the sea times 
the cosine of the "angle of 
inclination". Elsewhere in this rep
ort it is shown that for reasonable 
power generation cap acities devices w
ill need to be deployed in very long 
s t rings indeed, with a minimtnn of sp
ace between devices. Only for a few
 
devices at the ends of the string wi
ll a greater power level be available
. 
As a fi r st step the Consultants have
 taken the powe·.:- rose and calculated
 
t he energy available to lines of dev
ices at various angles. The results 
are plotted in Figure 13.3. as a perc
entage of the total annual wave 
energy at the site. It can be seen th
at the best direction is facing just
 




A correction should be applied to this estimate to allow for 
the different directional properties of the various devices. No test data 
is available except for an isolated NEL device and it is not known how to 
interpret this information for a long string of devices. · 
However, in a separate exercise the Consultants have found a 
remarkable insensitivity of the variable fd to a wide range of c:!-5Sumptions 
with the notable exception of the asst.nned ·wave power rose. 
PRODUCTIVITY OF DEVICES OF VARIOUS SIZES 
In the same location -
The results from model tests can be applied to a wide range of 
full-size devices by using Froude scaling. This ·is vali d up to the point 
where the predominant sea wave heights and periods lie outside the range 
anticipated in the tests. Figure 13.7 shows the results of such an 
exercise for t.l-ie Cockerell Rafts, the NEL oscillating water column, 
and the Salter Ducks. Also plotted is the productivity per unit gross 
volume of device. For a given device this can be considered to be a 
simple first approximation to cost effectiveness, particularly if 
structural costs are predominant. This comparison is not valid between 
, different devices. The .indications are, therefore, that for cost 
effectiveness, the optimum devices may well be significantly smaller than 
the Reference Designs, but unfqrtunately this implies a very large drop 
i~ the total power captured per kilometr~,of device. 
(b) Smaller devices in less energetic locations -
An important question remaining is how cost effective devices 
would be in other climates, perhaps less energetic than South Uist. If 
the device size for various climates is 'optimised' for maximt.nn power per 
·unit volume as above the following relationships hold. 
Optimum size 
I 
Power produced per kilometre of device 
Power produced per unit volt.nne of device 
«: (PCL) 2/5 
CC (PCL) 
oC (PCL) l/5 
where PCL = power in the wave climate per kilometre of coastline. (It has 
been assumed that the breakdown of the wave climate follows Froude scaling 
laws, a not unreasonable first approximation). As an examp le, if the power 
on the East Coast of Scotland were half of that of the Heb rides, the optimum 
device size would be reduced to 76% and the 'cost effectiveness' to 87%, 
but the power produced per kilometre of coastline would be only 50%. 
Overall, this is encouraging as the 'cost effectiveness' while apparently 
better in the most energetic seas , is not very sensitive to available 
power levels • . 
Consideration of the cost effectiven~ss of optimiaed mechanical 
and electrical plant in the two cases also suggests an insensitivity to 
wave climate. The tentative conclusion from this is that it may we 11 be 
reasonable to exploit the wave power resource available at a wide range 
of sites around the U.K. without an unacceptable drop in economic 
performance. 
' 
As 1 footnote, extrapolating the above logic perhaps beyond its limits of applicability, the 'cost' of power produced by 1/10 scale models 1/1 s.cale seas would be of the order of three times that for the ful 1 scale 
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French Air Bag I 
wells Oscillator 
Vickers 
Annua l Average I Annual Average Output of 
.• output in KW/m ! the 2GW Reference Scheme in GW 
f 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 1 No. Devices I Lower Bound (95% confidence) Mean (95% confidence) per 2GW (95% confidence) Mean 
leve l l evel scheme level 
2.4 3.7 5.8 513 .13 .20 
per metre work ing face 
' 
4.0 6.4 8.9 1143 .23 .37 
pe r metre working face -
1.2 2.2 3.4 667 .08 .15 
per metre working face 
3.1 5.2 7.4 1770 .13 .22 
per metre working face 
1.5 3.1 4.9 312 .09 .18 
per metre gross length 
I 
1.2 2.2 3.5 4000 .14 .26 
per metre diameter 
- Not known - Not known - Not known - ! 
I 
SUMMARY OF ES TIMATES AND PROBABLE RANGE OF UNCERTAINTY FOR ANNUAL AVERAGE OUTPUT 
OF REFERENCE DESIGN SCHEMES IN A TYPICAL YEAR. 
VOLUME 1 
VOLUME 2 
TABLE S l 
TABLE 13.1 
{see drawings} 
WP 78 series i 
Upper Bound I 

















CHAPTER 14. - MOORINGS 
14.1 INTRODUCTION 
Moorings have been identified as a major cost centre for wave 
power devices. The duty performed by the mooring system is not entirely 
novel and in the offshore industry there are many examples of very large 
vessels being moored in the roughest of seas for long periods. However, 
it is believed that none of the mooring systems used in the past are 
entirely suitable for wave power devices. In particular existing systems 
appear to be very expensive, ineffective in their usage of material, 
lacking in durability and not suited to close mooring of separate devices. 
It is generally hoped that improved systems can be developed, 
but the Teams are at a very early stage of developing their ideas. Some 
progress has been made recently by TAG 4 in clarifying the theoretical 
aspects and defining the problems to be solved, but for the immediate 
future tank testing will remain the main tool for investigation. 
14.2 THE MOORING SPECIFICATION 
Clearly the specification for a mooring will vary from device 
to device but the following general principles are applicable to all 
schemes. 
'. 
a) A device must be held on station, but not necessarily in a 
fixed position, for all possible waves, currents and tides. 
b) Separate device units must be restrained sufficiently to avoid 
collision of the devices themselves or their mooring lines. 
c) The mooring must be sufficiently compliant to the waves to 
reduce the forces acting on anchors, moorings and the device 
itself to a minimum. 
d) All components must have adequate strength, fatigue life ·and 
durabi 1i ty. 
e) Mooring lines for · a device must not be able to touch each 
other. 
f) Removal of mooring lines for inspection and maintenance must 
be possible. 
g) A degree of redundancy is highly desirable for individual 




The system as a whole should be capable of lasting for 30 or 
more ye ars, with rep l acement of particular components at no t 
l ess than , s ay, 5 year i n t ervals. 
The mooring should not adversely affect the efficiency of the 
device. 
The mooring system should allow the removal of single devices 
without affecting the mooring of adjacent devices. 
14.3 FORCES AND EXCURSIONS, TilE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 






cyclic, at ------- slow cyc
l~c, or sub- · steady 
wave frequency harmonic
 (due · to , / "' 
/ "'- . . wave group
s) . 
drag 1.nert1a ...----....
---'-c--,-----, current: w1..nd 
(smal l 
but not: truly 
constant) radiation long 
waves 
.!. • .;:.:,. . 
out. of others 
phas~.:. . 
motion 
... _., ': .-
''\ ,:-:, ~ ...... '·"'··· . .. .., •., .~. ·-
. - .... 
.i ... .. _ ,;.._
,:._ · _ ~ -
~-. ... . ... 
.-~:-:--
For· rigidly =held de.;,ice·s the cyclic
. forces at ·-;~;e f;,~q\1.J;cy' 
would totally dominate' all other f
orces, being. perhaps twenty to one
 
hundred times greater. ·. Fortun.ately
 · these forces . can be reduce-cl to an
 
acceptable level by allowing the d
evice to move freely in each wave ,.
 
following the orbital water partic
le motions .. This is· the philosophy
 
behind compliant moorings. 
. .;.. -0.::; ~;· . .,. . 
The subharmonic forces are second 
order effe.cts and are . · 
imperfectly understood for random 
seas, particularly with regard to 
thei-i: 
variation with different degrees o
f compliance, and to the significa
n.ce 
of subharmonic resonancesg The la
tter are possible as the excursion
s of 
a device with compliant moorings w
ill of course. have a long natural 
period. Even without resonance, s
ubharmonic forces are likely to go
vern 
mooring designg 
· . . _ 
The various phenomena causing subh
arrnonic forces have been 
described by Bowers (ref. ) 
and ari abridged version of this 
description is given below. 
"It has been observed in physical m
odel studies that mooring loads in
 
irregular or random seas are gener
ally very much greater than loads 
measured in regular wav;s. To unde
rstand how non-linearities due to r
andom 
waves influence the motions of moo
red vessels it is necessary to 
appreciate that moored vessels hav
e natural -periods . of horizontal 
oscillation that are generally far
 longer than the periods . of wind 
generated surface wavesg For this 
reas on a typical regular wave is u
nable 
to excite these resonances. In an 
irregular sea, however> non-linea
rities. 
give rise to small forces that wil
l exci.te resonant horizontal novem
ents 
( they are smaller than forces at th
e wave period by approxima.te ly the
 
--~ . . _ . .,. ~- . 
wave amplitude over the wave lengt
h). Since these move~ents are gen
erally 
lightly damped, these small non-lin
ear forces. are able to build up la
rge. 
excursions of the vessel, leading to 
l arge mooring loads. Three well know
n effects 
that lead t o slowly varying forces in
 random seas are described below. 
a. Radiation pressure - wa
ve grouping 
A vessel floating in regular waves
 will be subject to a steady force
 
when the wave height in front of t
he vessel is greater than the wave
 
height behind. This force arises 
because there is a steady flux of 
momentum in a regular wave which i
s proportional to the square of th
e 
wave height. This effect is somet
imes called radiation pressure. 
Because the wave height is not con
stant in an irregular or random se
a 
this momentum flux wi 11 vary with 
the wave envelope. In other words
, a 
vessel moored in random waves will
 be subject to a force that varies
 with 
the periodicity of wave groups~ F
or typical sea conditions wave gro
ups 
will excite resonant motions of ve
ssels with periods in the range of
 
20 seconds to 3 minutes". 
Longuet-Higgins (reference ) 
has extended this 
concept to wave absorbing devices 
and has derived the following form
ula 
\ 







for a line device in a regular wave train 
F = j)qH2 
16 
"b. 
(1 +(proportion of power reflected) - (proportion of power 
. transmitted)) 
Out of phase motion of vessels 
The second effect is caused when the motions of a vessel in waves are 
out of phase with the periodic forces due to the wave motion. When 
heaving and pitching movements of a vessel in head seas are out of phase 
with the force and couple due to a regular wave motion then the vessel 
will be subject to a steady force proportional to the movement of the 
vessel times the wave height. In an irregular sea the product of the 
vessel's movement with the wave height will contain a slowly varying 
component and so the-,· vessel will be subject to a slowly varyipg force 
capable of exciting resonant horizontal movements. Observations indicate 
that for a regular wave system the steady drifting force in a head sea 
becomes most prominent when the vessel's natural pitch and heave periods 
(these are usually similar) coincide with the wave period. On this 
basis it is to be expected that in an irregular sea the slowly varying 
force under discussion in this paragraph will dominate the slowly varying 
force due to radiation pressure, discussed in the last paragraph, when 
the v.essel' s resonant periods of vertical motion coincide with the wave , 
period.. . . .. . I 
c. ~:g ;:: :::::: 1s due to th{ Jke~lCb~d~:n ~i t 
movements of a moored vessel by long wav~_ ..HH?,ti.ell\\h ,£ ±!:I.2:,P:rt:OE :!iM e?M;:1™.il 
describe mooring difficulties in ·a port on the Pacific Coast. These 
problems are due to long waves with periods that generally lie in the 
range of 50 seconds to 3 minutes. Spectral analyses taken of wave 
recordings inside the harbour showed that wave energy was concentrated in · 
the two distinct wave period ranges of Pacific swell (10 to 20 seconds) 
and long waves (50 seconds and above) with little or no energy in between. 
Given the narrow band nature of the swell spectra this is the type of 
long wave energy distribution that one wouid expect to find if the source 
of the long waves is to be found in phenomena associated with wave 
grouping .. 
Set-down - One such phenomenon is 'set-down' beneath wave groups. This 
effect is due to water partic le velocities being higher in groups of 
large waves than in between the groups .. This means the water pressure 
is slightly lower (by a term proportional to the square of the orbital 
wave velocity) beneat h these groups than the pressure between groups. 
When the assumpti'on of constant .air pressure is made this leads to a 
smal l depression in the mean water level beneath wave groups and a small 
rise in mean level between groups. This surface pertubation then 
induces a wave-like flow beneath the surface which will act on the 
submerged section of a vessel to produce a slowly varying force. It is 
interesting to note that because a depression accompanies groups of 
large waves the slowly varying forces due to 'set-down' will be 180° out 
of phase with the force due to radiation pressure .. Thus, the two effects 
will tend t o cancel epch other .. It can be expected that for vessels in 
deep water the force due to radiation pressure wi 11 be greater than the 
force due to 'set-down' with the opposite being true in shallow water. 
The only feature distinguishing 'set-down' from an ordinary long wave is 
that it propogates at the group velocity whereas an ordinary wave always 
travels faster than the group velocity." 
1-r /~ 
\ 
Vickers(reference ) have suggested that a fourth effect should be added to this list. 
d. "Wave forces on compliant structures must be calculated in their instantaneous displaced positions. Modifications to the forces are proportioned to the displacements and appear therefore as time-dependent stiffness components. These have the potential of producing instabilities and/or large amplitude response components at other than the -wave excitation · frequency." 
Calculation procedures do not exist to reliably predict the above phenomena, with the exception of the constant radiation pressure in regular waves. Tank testing wi 11 . therefore be necessary, but it has yet to be confirmed that the second order wave ef fects are correctly represented in tanksg 
14.4 TIPES OF MOORINGS 
These can be categorised as follows:-
a) dynamic positioning by propulsion - this possibility can be disregarded for wave power devices on grounds of cost, reliability and power consumption; 
b) dynamic positioning by active moorings - this suffers most of the disadvantages of a) above, but may conceivably be suitable ·for devices which use taut seabed moorings for 
c) 
power extraction·. This poss ibility is not considered further for the devices in this report; · 
catenary moorings - the traditional mooring, most connnonly using heavy chain. A catenary has the advantage of providing a purely horizontal force at the anchor point which suits the traditional forms of drag anchor; 
d) weighte·d moorings - t~ese have the same action as catenary moorings but the added weights provide additional energy storage when lifted from tbe at-rest position - normally on the sea bed; 
e) submerging" floats" - an inversion of d). The advantage 1.s that the problem of impact of the weight on the sea bed is eliminated and purely horizontal forces are applied to the vessel, but the anchor must be uplift resistant; 
f) taut moorings - the elastic properties of synthetic ropes are increasingly being used as the means of storing energy in a compliant mooring; 
g) tension leg mooring - the vessel is connected by vertical cables to a gravity base or piled sea bed anchorage. The mooring is compliant horizontally, acting as an inverted pendulum, but is stiff vertically, the cables always being held in tension by the excess buoyancy of the vessel. The provision of this excess buoyancy makes the use of this system unattractive for all of the current wave power devices. It is interesting to note that several early proposals for tension leg oil production platforms with inclined cables of steel or parafil to the sea bed are now not favoured and are unlikely to be adopted. Being semi-rigid these moorings would attract the full cyclic forces, probably magnified by the dynamic responsiveness of the whole system. 
14 .. 5 SELECTING A SUITABLE MOORING SYSTEM FOR WAVE POWER 
For reasons explained previously, the moori ng for the 
devices in this report is likely to be compliant, and l' itli c r he .i 
catenary, weighted, sinking buoy or taut elastic mooring. The dis :i dv ,m t agc 
of the first three sys terns are in their very unfavourable load-defl ection 
characteristics. For small and moderate waves the stiffn ess of the syst em 
is very low, and excursions unnecessarily large. In larger waves the 
stiffness of the mooring suddenly increases as the slack in the system 
is taken up, and the, forces · in the mooring increase dramatically. In 
extreme cases snatch or impact loadings occur. For exposed locati ons, 
adequate compliance and strength can only be achieved by the extravagant 
use of materials, and even so, the movements of the vessel under combined 
drifting and cyclic action will be larger than would be ne ces s ary with an 
elastic s ystem. The lack of stiffness in moderate seas i s a particularly 
important disadvantage for groups of closely moored dev ices. In 
con clusion, although catenar y and similar systems are t echnically f easible , 
at least for isolated devices, the Consultants preliminary studies 
suggest that they will be prohibitively expensive. 
14. 6 
14 .. 6.1 
FURTIIER INVESTIGATION OF COST EFFECTIVE ELASTIC CONFIGURATIONS 
MATERIALS FOR .THE RODES 
It is important to note that bo.th load and extension must be 
considered in optimising a compliant mooring rope. 
For the purposes of arriving at a first design for moorings, 
the following simplified mode 1 of mooring action is proposed. 
a) 
b) 
Cyclic wave forces are irres is table - for large waves devices 
will follow the orbital water particle motion and the cyclic 
force in the mooring is determined by the stiffness of the 
mooring t imes the excursion. 
The total force in the mooring is the sum o f the subharrnonic 




s t udied~ 
and very 
and with 
P = maximum subharmonic + steady force 
= maximum cyclic· excurs i on at wave f r equency 
k = stiffness of -mooring 
Maximum for ce in mooring= P + x k. 
Time . 
For compara t ive purposes, a s i mple hor izonta l moor ing has been 
For a given material the moor ing· can be made ei t her very long 
compliant with low forces and hence small areai or shorter, stiff er 
greater area carrying larger forces. Mini_~i_sing the 






volt.nne of material produces the lengths, areas and comparative costs 
for the mooring material shown in Figure 14.1. It should be noted that 
the ranking of results is independent of both the values of P and /1 
assumed. It appears · that a very short, thick rubber mooring is most 
" cos t effec tive", followed by man-made fibres; with the more rigid forms 
of parafil and all forms of steel i mpracticably lon g~ 
Model - · mooring line subject to a steady force P plus an imposed cyclic 
extension of 
IE L . >j 
~-----~ Area A. 
I 
I 
~~-------......... 1 --.... ~~ p 
I fl. I 
i) unloade d mooring line 
ii) cons t ·ant drif t force on line 
~----------------b iii) additional extension due to j 
,< ~ 
~ cyclic wave force. Design 
p + LiEA . load for mooring lineo 
L 
Material properties of mooring line : E,o-ult, (for cylic loadings) 
. . . p .b.E 
governing equation:- - +· -- = A L 
o-ult 
X (A = factor of safet
y) 
hence values for A and L, for mini mum volume of mooring line are·:-
2P).. L 2lili>- 2 E 
A = -- = -- Minimum volume = (4/l.PA. ) z 1 crult ' crult ' o- u t 
Material L (m.) 
Rate (Pence) £ Cost per 
( T . ID:.) m. wi d.th 
High yield steel bars ' · 14,290 1,286 8.4 43,244 
High tensile Conventional 4,689 439 7.1 12,057 
steel wire Dy form 4,343 407 11.1 17,412 
Filled rubber IRHD 65 8 24,489 196 563 
Parafi 1 Type A 557 834 21. 4 4,294 
Parafi 1 Type F 1,394 322 38.1. 19,130 
Viking Nylon braid line 906 2,857 30.6 9,956 
Viking Nylon square line 411 3,522 26.9 3,971 
Viking polypropylene 
square line 461 4,718 14.9 2,464 
Lo ading parameters used in example - (note these do not affect the ranking) 
Li = 10 m, p = 180 KN Factor of safety A = 1.43 
m.width 




It is interesting that this ranking is almost a complete 
reversal of that for cost effectiveness in carrying a known load for a 
known distance~ Looking at the highest ranking options, rubber has the 
advantage of durability, comparatively well known fatigue resistance, 
abrasion resistance and ease of manufacturing special end details for 
attachmenL However, the length required suggest that it would need to 
be combined with some other material for the mooring to reach the sea bed. 
The latter might be either Parafil A or steel wire, to be chosen on the 
basis of cost effectiveness per tonne force carried per metre, durability 
to match that of the rubber, and finally to meet any special requirements 
appropriate to the areas adjacent to the splash zone and near the sea bed 
anchorage. A final advantage of this mooring may be in allowing compact 
mooring arrays in shallower waters (see Figure 14.1) 
It is also interesting that for minimum volume the maximum 
force in the moorings is independent of the mooring material and is two 
times the starting load P. It is true that the value of P is not 
independent of the stiffness of the mooring if subhanoonic dynamic 
magnification occurs. However, it so happens that the effective stiffness 
of all of the optimised mooring lines in the Table is identical and the 
dynamic response of each should be similar. This adds validity to the 
results ., if used for comparative purposes. The main limitations are in 
choosing the correct allowable maximum stresses and the effective 
modulus of elasticity for the material af~er many cycles of loading, 
particularly in the absence of any explicit consideration of _fatigue life. 
The fact that the stiffness of the minimum volume mooring is 
independent of the material chosen means that a formula can be derived 
for the natural period of the device in surge which depends only on the 
design value of P and A These are plotted in Figure 14.2 for the 
NEL, WPL, and SEA Reference Designs. It can be seen that these periods 
are within the range which may be excited by subharmonic resonance 
_(see 14. 3). 
14.6.2 ANCHORAGES 
It is quite possible that the anchorages will be more expensive ~ 
than the rodes. The various rode types considered in 14.7.1 all 
resulted, at the optimum design point, in the same peak mooring force. This 
indicates that: rode material selecti_on and·ancho:i; selection can be largely 
independent. However, the shorter the. rode the more acute the inclinat·ion and the 
larger the vertical component of the anchorage force. Thi s can be over-
come however, by moving the device to shallower water, which may have 
the additional advantage of lower installation costs, and lower electric 
transmission costs • 
. The anchor types available are drag anchors, mass anchors, 
self-buring anchors, piled anch9rs and rock bolted anchors. 
Drag ~nchors are the traditional form of anchor. These can 
be cost effective in s and and are very cheap to install. The dis-
advantages are the uncertainty in predicting their final position, 
their inability to take uplift forces, and the absence of an accessible 
attachment point for periodic replacement of rodes. For these reasons 
these anchors are likely to be combined with heavy concrete blocks, to 
which the rodes proper will be attached. There is a fairly low limit on 
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NE L Oscillating Water Column. 
Salter Ducks. 
Cockerell Rafts . 
Results are ,independent of material - see text . 
fo = ·design maximum drift force . 
m = 396 Tim. 
m =339T/m. 
"!:i = design imposed cyclic excursion at wave frequency. 
m = mass including added mass . 
NATURAL PERIOD OF VIBRATION OF SINGLE LINE 
MOORING SYSTEM OF MINIMUM VOLUME. 










Mass anchors rely only on friction for hold
ing horizontal 
forces and therefore use large volumes of m
aterial. At the sizes 
required for wave power, installation costs
 will be significanto A 
likely form would be a hollow concrete cais
son, floated to site, sunk 
and filled with dredged material. 
Self burying anchors are not dissimilar to 
drag anchors in 
action, but are capable of taking up.lift fo
rces due to their mode of 
placing. Unfortunately large scale version
s of these have yet to be 
deve lope do 
Piled anchors (using driven piles) are more
 versatile than 
drag anchors, being suitable for any form o
f sea bed except rock and 
capable of resisting very large forces at o
ne point in any direction. 
The principle costs are likely to be in ins
tallation. 
Rock bolted anchors are the equivalent of t
he piled anchor 
for rock foundation. 
14o7 DEVICE TEAM PROPOSALS 
Only NEL have made detailed first proposals
 for a mooring 
system. WPL have made a preliminary review 
of the problem but have 
not prepared a design for a full scale dev
ice. 
14.7.1 NEL REFERENCE DESIGN MOORING 
Refer to Drawing WP78/0WC/3 • . 
NEL have given a mooring specification whic
h defines the 
peak mooring load and the maximum excursion
s. An elastic system has been 
chosen, and designed to meet-this specifica
tion. There are two reasons 
however, to believe that the rodes as desig
ned are neither strong 
enough nor long enough. Firstly, late tank
 tests indicated somewhat 
higher loads and excursions in the mooring 
as modelled. Secondly, the 
first load static extension curve has been 
used in the design of the 
nylon ropes. Under cyclic loading the effe
ctive flexibility of nylon 
ropes is only one half, approximately, of t
he former value. For these 
reasons the Consultants have increased both
 the number and lengths of 
the rodes for the Reference Design in this 
report, but quite possibly not 
sufficiently to correct the design. 
The Device Team mooring design as for a sm
all wave power 
scheme (100 MW) and no account was taken of
 maximum utilisation of the 
resource. An array was adopted with each d
evice independently moored by 
an array of radial moorings. This necessit
ated a very large device 
spacing, about four times the device leng
th. Such spacing would be 
totally unacceptable for a major wave power
 scheme for which close 
mooring is essential to obtain useful quan
tities of power from the 
available lengths of coastline. The possib
ility of mooring devices in 
lines parallel to the coast with devices st
aggered in the lines is not a 
favoured alternative due to the degredation
 of performance of the lee-
ward devices, especially for directional se
as. The Consultants have 
therefore adopted a revised mooring array f
or the 2GW wave power scheme. 
This reduces the problems of close mooring,
 but it is suspected that it 
may not have solved them. In particular th
e array will present 
formidable problems for installation, maint
enance and inspection. 
l +i-o 
The Team's preferred anchorages have been adopted - drag anchors plus weights. 
To surmnarise, the Consultants have found it necessary to modify the NEL proposals for the 2GW scheme. The resulting scheme is at the limits of credibility, and would rapidly become completely unrealistic if the lengths of the mooring lines had to be further increased. The re are some indications that the latter may be necessary. The Consultants agree with the Device Team's preferences for elastic moorings, independent device moorings, and schemes minimising installation costs. The Consultants would propose however, that shorter, but equally compliant moorings described in 14.6 would give very great advantages, particuarly in allowing triangulation of the lines in plan without crossover. Piled or rock bolted· anchors may be necessary to accommodate the large forces in a manageable number of anchor points. This Team are now facing design problems which require solution by all the Teams with isolated devices. There may be a pay-off in increasing the device length, which reduces the problems of close mooring, but incurs other operational disadvantages (see Chapter 4). 
14.7.2 WPL REFERENCE DESIGN MOORINGS 
The WPL Team have looked at a variety of systems but have not developed any of these into a mooring design. The mooring array on Drawing WP /78/RAFT/3 was proposed by the Te.am. They have not chosen any particular material for the rodes. Most of their sketches and tank testing have indicated mooring lines with a catenary fonn. It is not clear whether the Team are intending to provide some compliance by this means, or whether they will rely entirely on the flexibility of the rodes. 
I n the Consultants' opinion the characteristics of a catenary mooring would be particularly ill suited to the mooring array proposed, and mixtures of catenary and elastic moorings are unlikely to be beneficial. For this reason in the Reference Design the moorings are shown with taut rodes, the rodes assumed to be neutrally buoyant or nearly so. 
The Team have conducted tank tests on moorings and have shown that peak forces reduce with increasing compliance. The Team have concluded from these tests that the peak mooring force will be of the order of 30 tonnes per metre of working face of device. It is interesting to compare this with the NEL early estimate of 21 tonnes per metre , which subsequent testing has shown to be an underestimate. At this stage it appears that t he peak forces are similar for the two devices, but much more tank testing is needed. This will need to concentrate on correct representation _of random seas, and on correct modelling of mooring characteristics. In the absence of more detailed informat ion, t he WPL Refer en ce Design rope lengths, rope sizes, and anchorages have been chosen to match that of the NEL design. 
The array proposed forms a space frame with undersea connection points. By present day standards such an array would not be regarded as feasible due to the problems of installation, adjustment, inspection and replacement. Furt her problems are that although nominally redundant, in practice if any one component fails the stiffness of the mooring for the worst affected raft will be so reduced that it would be likely to swing round and collide with adjacent rafts. This tendency is reinforced by the fact that the moorings are only effe,ctive in tension, and moorings on one side, being slack or nearly so will not contribute to the stiffness of the system. A domino effect is then likely to occur. 
\ . . ; ,~ 
·-· i ... , 
... 
To sunnnarise, the proposed- mooring array typifies the 
problems associated with close mooring of narrow devices. Experience 
suggests that the proposed system is not like.ly to be feasible, and the 
problem remains a challenge to the Team's ingenuity. The Consultants 
would propose that the Team should re consider using individual moorings 
for each device with short but compliant rodes. 
SEA REFERENCE DESIGN MOORINGS 
. . 
The SEA Team have not .made any proposals for full scale 
moorings. The Edinburgh Team have made extensive measurements of the 
mean surge forces on ducks on a. rigidly held spine in a narrow· tank. 
The maximum value of this force for all likely sea states is 30 kN/m 
(3 tonnes/m), full scale. This will be very much less than the 
instantaneous peak force in the mooring, even for very compliant moorings. 
For the Reference Design the Consultants have multiplied this figure by 
two to correct the peak slowly . varying drift force, and by two again to 
correct for the variations in force at wave frequency in an optimised 
elastic mooring system (see 14.6). This gives a figure of 12 tonnes/m 
of device." For simplicity and . fair comparison the . design of the rodes 
is again based on the NEL des"ign. As the mooring for the spine is at 
250 m centres a large nµrober of ropes is required at each attachment 
point. It would not be possible to use many drag anchors, and rock 
bolted anchors have been adopted. 
14.7. 4 FRENCH AIR BAG 
Drafting note · - Comments pending - relatively favourable 
connnents anticipated. --
14.8 CONCLUSIONS 
a) Close mooring of many separate vessels has never before been 
attempted for exposed locations and presents formidable 
problems. 
b) None of the present proposals for close mooring appear-
satisfactory. 
c) Rigid moorings are not feasible for the current floating 
devices, the moorings need to be compliant~ 
d) Catenary moorings, and moorings using weights or sinking 
buoys to store energy appear to be both unacceptably 
expensive and have very unfavourable stiffness characteristics. 
e) Moorings using material strain to store energy appear to be 
the only feasible proposal. Materials suitable for this 
duty are nylon, polypropylene, and rubber. The last mentioned 
has the advantage of providing a compact mooring which will 
be essential in mooring arrays. 
f) In deriving a mooring specification it will be necessary for 
loads and deflections to be considered simultaneously. Cost 
effectiveness of moorings in terms of load carrying 
characteristics only, is very misleading. 
g) In designing high strain mooring lines the cyclic load-
deflection curve must be considered rather than the static 
curve. 
\ 
. . ,·,,  
t ~- I·_; 
h) Elastic rodes should be approximately neutrally buoyant and 
taut ·to avoid 'slack'" 
i) Future designs must consider installation and adjustment, 
reliability, redundancy, maintenance, and replacement as 
priority topics. Only very simple systems are likely to be 
feasible. 
j) It is obvious that more tank testing, of a fairly sophisticated 
nature, is required. Less obviously, it is essential that 
this testing is fully integrated with appropriate design 
studies. Only an iterative programme of investigation will 
provide a feasible and proven solution. 
k) Devices with long spines will almost certainly be easier to 
moor than many short devices. However, the consequences of 
failure of one line could be catastrophic, unless the system 
has a suitable degree of redundancy. 
1: · • . \, 
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CHAPTER 15 - MAINTENANCl: AND MANNING 
Short Chapter in course of preparation 
CHAP1ER 16 - WAVE DATA 
Short Chapter 1n course of preparation 
I 
CHAPTER · 17 - ENVIRONMEN'f 
Short Chapter in course of preparation 
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CHAPTER 18 - ECONOMICS 
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